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The Systematic Pricing of Market Psychology Shock 

Samuel Xin Liang, Hong Kong University of Science & Technology 
(HKUST) - Department of Finance 

 

We model consumer sentiment   transient feelings, perceptions, and 
attitudes toward consumption   in an exchange economy and show 
that its unexpected growth creates psychological demand shock for 
risky assets. We use the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment 
Index as our proxy for consumer sentiment and obtain its unexpected 
psychological portion of growth. This market psychology shock 
demands a cross-sectional pricing premium at the 1% level in the 
stock market after controlling for market, size, book-to-market, 
momentum, and liquidity risk factors. This premium lowered the 
implied risk aversion by 97.9% to 11.46 for the 1978-2009 period. The 
monthly rebalanced portfolio with the highest sensitivity to this shock 
rewarded investors 123-fold for their investment which is 4.26 times 
more than did the aggregate stock market and S&P 500 for the 1979-
2009 period. It is consistent with Merton s (1973) ICAPM that a 
systematic risk factor provides a set of investment opportunities to 
investors. 

 

 

 

Seasonal Asset Allocation: Evidence from Mutual Fund Flows 

Mark Kamstra, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Lisa Kramer, University of Toronto - Rotman School of Management 

Maurice Levi, University of British Columbia (UBC) - Sauder School of 
Business 

 

This paper explores U.S. mutual fund flows, finding strong evidence of 
seasonal reallocation across funds based on fund exposure to risk. 
We show that substantial money moves from U.S. equity to U.S. 
money market and government bond mutual funds in the fall, then 
back to equity funds in the spring, controlling for the influence of past 
performance, advertising, liquidity needs, capital gains overhang, and 
year-end influences on fund flows. We find strong correlation between 
U.S. mutual fund net flows (and within-fund-family exchanges) and a 
proxy for variation in investor risk aversion across the seasons. We 
find similar seasonal evidence in Canadian fund flows, as well as in 
fund flows from Australia where the seasons are six months out of 
phase relative to Canada and the U.S. While prior evidence regarding 
the influence of seasonally changing risk aversion on financial 
markets relies on seasonal patterns in asset returns, we provide the 
first direct trade-related evidence. 

 



The Diminishing Role of Banks in the U.S. Money Markets: 
Evidence from the GFC 

Jason Park, Curtin University of Technology - Department of Finance 
and Banking 

Janice How, Queensland University of Technology 

Peter Verhoeven, Queensland University of Technology - Faculty of 
Business 

 

This paper studies the transformation process of money markets as 
they experienced the recent global financial crisis (GFC). Using 
aggregate level data from 2003 to 2010, we find that banks were 
indeed the source of risk over the crisis period and they froze out 
financing activities in other money markets. As a result, the role of 
banks as unique intermediaries has dissipated and was taken over by 
money market funds. Survivor banks hoarded excessive amounts of 
reserves for stability and liquid assets for potential fire-sales 
opportunities   all these evidence suggests that there was a 
permanent shift in the money market regime. Our results show that 
the Federal Reserve s intervention in the money markets via the repo 
market was effective in the recent GFC, but a similar liquidity infusion 
policy is not likely to be as effective in coping with another 
catastrophic event. An implication of our findings is that the Federal 
Reserve s policy of market interventions needs considerable revision. 

 

 

 

Did Local Lenders Forecast the Bust? Evidence from the Real 
Estate Market 

Kristle Cortés, Federal Reserve Banks - Federal Reserve Bank of 
Cleveland 

 

This paper shows that mortgage lenders with a physical branch near 
the property being financed have better information about home-price 
fundamentals than non-local lenders. During the real estate run-up 
from 2002-06, home price growth negatively correlates with the share 
of loans made by local lenders, namely lenders with a branch in the 
respective county. Moreover, home prices fell less from 2006-09 in 
areas where more of the loans were made by local lenders. California 
foreclosure rates during the crisis are negatively correlated with local 
lending during the run-up. A1 standard deviation increase in local 
loans is associated with 5 fewer foreclosures for every one thousand 
houses. When local lenders retain loans for their portfolio rather than 
securitizing, the results for both home price growth and foreclosures 
are even stronger. 

 



Individual Financial Risk Tolerance and the Global Financial 
Crisis 

Paul Gerrans, University of Western Australia - UWA Business School 

Robert W. Faff, University of Queensland 

Neil Hartnett, University of Newcastle 

 

We investigate the temporal variation of individual investors  tolerance 
towards financial risk by focusing on changes in tolerance associated 
with the global financial crisis of 2007-2009. Financial risk tolerance is 
measured from a psychometric scale administered to individual 
investors and analysed cross-sectionally and longitudinally after 
controlling for demographic, socio-economic and regional variations. 
In absolute terms the change in financial risk tolerance is small and 
contrasts with a popular view that risk tolerance is an elastic 
psychological state overly influenced by the pervading market 
conditions. The results suggest that even in the presence of 
significantly negative financial events, financial risk tolerance tends to 
be a reasonably stable attribute that is not subject to great fluctuation 
in the shorter term but possibly influenced and reshaped by events 
more gradually over time. 

 

 

 

Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisitions: The Role of Private 
Equity Firms 

Mark Humphery-Jenner, University of New South Wales - Australian 
School of Business 

Zacharias Sautner, University of Amsterdam - University of 
Amsterdam Business School 

Jo-Ann Suchard, University of New South Wales (UNSW) - School of 
Banking and Finance 

 

We study the role of private equity firms in cross-border mergers and 
acquisitions. We find that private equity-backed firms are more likely 
to become targets in cross-border M&A transactions. This effect is 
particularly strong in transactions where the target or its shareholders 
actively seek an acquirer. On average, cross-border deals with private 
equity-involvement are not associated with higher acquirer 
announcement returns. However, announcement returns are higher if 
the acquirer is backed by a private equity firm and the target is from a 
country with poor corporate governance. We provide evidence 
indicating that the international networks and connections that result 
from prior cross-border deals and their access to experienced 
financial advisors can explain why private equity firms create value in 
such deals. Our findings suggest that private equity firms can help to 
reduce information asymmetries in certain cross-border M&A deals. 
We perform several tests to address possible endogeneity concerns. 

 



Effect of Regret 

Prachi Deuskar, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Pan Deng, Fudan University - School of Economics 

Scott Weisbenner, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - 
Department of Finance 

 

The aversion to future regret has been proposed as an explanation for 
many  puzzles  in both economics and finance. Yet very few studies 
(particularly outside of an experimental setting) have directly analyzed 
the effect of realized regret on subsequent decision making. We 
empirically investigate the effect of regret on future decisions in the 
context of stock-trading strategies by individual investors. Using data 
for all orders submitted by individual investors on the Shanghai Stock 
Exchange for one year, we find that people are more likely to change 
their trading strategy, i.e., whether to place a desperate or patient 
order, after experiencing regret over their most recently submitted 
order. Consistent with predictions of regret theory, we find that the 
effect of regret on the next order placed is stronger if the prior order 
was executed rather than unexecuted (i.e, action leads to more regret 
than inaction), if the investor lost money on the prior trade (i.e., a 
worse mood amplifies the effect of regret), and if the prior order 
represented an unusual trading strategy for the individual. Moreover, 
the emotionally-charged decisions made because of regret lead to 
worse outcomes for investors, with the poor returns resulting from 
these decisions lasting for at least three months. 

 

 

 

How Important is the Informational Advantage of Relationship 
Lenders?: The Impact of Regulation Fair Disclosure 

Yutao Li, University of Lethbridge 

Anthony Saunders, New York University - Leonard N. Stern School of 
Business 

Pei Shao, University of Lethbridge 

 

This paper examines how the implementation of Regulation Fair 
Disclosure (Reg FD) affected credit markets. We argue that, although 
disclosing private information to lenders is exempt from Reg FD, this 
regulation imposed an additional disclosure risk on borrowers 
because this exemption was conditional upon creditors abiding by a 
confidentiality agreement. We hypothesize that after the introduction 
of Reg FD, borrowers reduced their information disclosures by relying 
increasingly on relationship lenders who had produced proprietary 
information about borrowers from prior interactions. Using a natural 
experiment relating to changes in borrower-lender relationships 
surrounding the introduction of Reg FD, we show that after Reg FD, 
switching to new (non-relationship) lenders was less likely and any 
switching was associated with higher costs of debt. Further, borrowers 
were more dependent on relationship banking with lead lenders 
retaining a larger proportion of the loans they syndicated. Moreover, in 
the secondary market for syndicated loans, bid-ask spreads 
significantly increased following the implementation of Reg FD. 
Finally, we find that there was a movement away from public debt 
issuance towards a greater reliance on bank debt in the form of 
syndicated loans in the post-Reg FD period. We interpret these 
results as evidence of an increased level of information asymmetry in 
credit markets after the introduction of Reg FD. 

 



Loan Loss Provisioning Practices of Asian Banks 

Frank Packer, Bank for International Settlements (BIS) 

Haibin Zhu, Bank for International Settlements (BIS) 

 

In the wake of the Asian financial crisis, many regimes in Asia 
adopted stricter provisioning requirements, as well as discretionary 
measures, with the objective of increasing provisioning in good times 
in response to rising levels of risk. Based on a final sample of 240 
banks in 12 Asian economies, the evidence is that countercyclical 
loan loss provisioning has dominated throughout emerging Asia, most 
strikingly so in the case of India. Thus, loan loss provisioning did not 
simply become more conservative at all points in time subsequent to 
the Asian financial crisis, but actively leaned in a fashion that 
ameliorated swings in earnings and the macroeconomy. 

 

 

 

Institutional Investor Horizons, Information Environment, and 
Firm Financing Decisions 

Xin Chang, Nanyang Technological University (NTU) - Nanyang 
Business School 

Yangyang Chen, Monash University - Department of Accounting and 
Finance 

Sudipto Dasgupta, Hong Kong University of Science & Technology 
(HKUST) - Department of Finance 

 

We provide evidence that investment horizons of institutional 
shareholders affect firms  financing decisions. We find that more 
short-term institutional ownership increases the likelihood of equity 
issues relative to debt issues, the size of equity issues, and the 
likelihood of long-term debt issues relative to short-term debt issues. 
These results suggest that short-horizon institutions, backed by buy-
side research, improve the transparency of the information 
environment (e.g., through informed trading and monitoring via 'exit'), 
which allows firms to issue securities that are more sensitive to 
information asymmetry. Furthermore, short-horizon institutional 
ownership has stronger effects on firms  financing decisions when 
sell-side analyst coverage is lower, indicating that buy-side 
information production substitutes for sell-side coverage when the 
latter becomes scarcer. Our results are robust to endogeneity of 
institutional ownership. 

 



Asset Prices and Google's Search Data 

Bodo Herzog, Reutlingen University - ESB Business School 

 

This paper investigates the relationship of asset price determination 
via Google data and trading volume. We use weekly data from 2004 
to 2010 for 30 international banks. Our study is the first which 
differentiate between Google s search volume and Google s search 
clicks. We find that asset prices are positively related to the growth 
rate of Google s search, trading volume and the level of Google 
search clicks. Secondly, we find that the absolute level of Google s 
search volume and Google s search clicks behave differently 
regarding asset price dynamics. Google s search volume, which 
measures long-run searches, is negatively related to asset prices and 
Google s search click is positively related. We conclude that Google s 
data contain important information for the identification of asset 
bubbles. 

 

 

 

Ultimate Ownership Structure and Bank Regulatory Capital 
Adjustment: Evidence from European Commercial Banks 

Laetitia Lepetit, Universite de Limoges, LAPE 

Amine Tarazi, Universite de Limoges, LAPE 

Nadia Zedek, Universite de Limoges, LAPE 

 

This paper empirically investigates whether a bank's decision to 
adjust its capital is influenced by the existence of a divergence 
between the voting and the cash-flow rights of its ultimate owner. We 
use a novel hand-collected dataset on detailed control and ownership 
characteristics of 405 European commercial banks to estimate an 
ownership-augmented capital adjustment model over the 2003-2010 
period. We find no differences in adjustment speeds when banks 
need to adjust their Tier 1 capital downwards to reach their target 
capital ratio. However, when the adjustment process requires an 
upward shift in Tier 1 capital, the adjustment is significantly slower for 
banks controlled by a shareholder with a divergence between voting 
and cash-flow rights. Further investigation shows that such an 
asymmetry only holds if the ultimate owner is a family or a state or if 
the bank is headquartered in a country with relatively weak 
shareholder protection. Moreover, this behavior is tempered during 
the 2008 financial crisis, possibly because of government capital 
injections or support from ultimate owners (propping up). Our findings 
provide new insights for understanding capital adjustment in general 
and have policy implications on the road to the final stage of Basel III 
in 2019. 

 



Banking for the Public Good 

Andy Mullineux, University of Birmingham 

 

Bank shareholders cannot be expected to provide good stewardship 
to banks because there is a conflict of interests between the 
shareholder owners and a non-mutually owned bank s depositors; 
who provide the bulk of the funds in traditional retail banking and are 
willing to accept a lower return on their savings than shareholders, in 
return for lower risk exposure. Regulation is required to protect 
depositors in the presence of partially funded deposit insurance 
schemes and taxpayers need to be protected from the resulting moral 
hazard under which insured banks have an incentive to take on more 
risk in pursuit of profit. Once some banks become  too big (to be 
allowed) to fail  (TBTF), they enjoy additional implicit public (taxpayer) 
insurance that enables them to fund themselves more cheaply than 
smaller banks. This gives them a competitive advantage. The political 
influence of big banks in the US and the UK is such that they can be 
regarded as financial oligarchies, or autarchies that have successfully 
blocked far reaching structural reform in the wake of the 2007-09 
Global Financial Crisis. The TBTF problem and associated moral 
hazard has been worsened by bank mergers of during the crisis. 
Alternative solutions to making the banks small enough to be allowed 
to fail are considered in this paper, but it is difficult to see how they will 
deliver banks that promote the public good. It is however argued that 
regulating retail banking as a utility and the pooling of insurance 
against financial instability should be pursued. 

 

 

 

Stability of Money Demand in Vietnam: Application of the 
Bounds Testing Approach on 1999-2011 

Ngoc-Anh Lai, Université Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne 

 

By adopting the bounds testing for cointegration framework in 
Pesaran et al. (2001), this paper investigates the dynamics of money 
demand in Vietnam from 1999 to 2011. The empirical result delivers 
strong evidence for a long-run relationship between money demand 
and income, expected inflation, stock market index, exchange rates 
and gold price. More crucially, the stability test conclusion points out 
the presence of stable money demand in Vietnam during this period of 
substantial changes proceeding in the economy, suggesting that the 
Central bank should continue its monetary targeting strategy. 

 



All Risks Matter 

Weiping Li, Oklahoma State University 

Tim Krehbiel, Oklahoma State University - Stillwater - Spears School 
of Business 

 

We derive the total variance risk premium for an index in the 
stochastic environment of Driessen, Maenhout and Vilkov (2009) and 
correct the previous authors omission of certain components which 
contribute significantly to index option expected returns. This study 
provides a mathematically complete decomposition of an index's total 
variance risk premium, and a mathematically complete description of 
the dynamic asset pricing for the system consisting of the index and 
the index's component stocks. Previous authors studying this exact 
stochastic structure, have neglected important elements which 
contribute to the index's total variance risk premium. We illustrate that 
an index's total variance risk premium is due not only to changes in 
index component's variance and changes in component's return 
correlations, but is also due to important interactions between 
component's variances, changes in component's variances; 
correlations among component's returns and changes in correlations. 
We identify the roles of the total risk components within an option 
pricing framework and provide empirical verification of the statistical 
significance of the previously omitted adapting correlations and 
interactive risks. Furthermore we establish the generalized Black-
Scholes-Merton partial differential system in the presence of nontrivial 
and stochastic correlations. The unified treatment of the partial 
differential system identifies interactive risks affecting index option 
price which have been ignored before. We also introduce the 
quantified systemic risk indicator. We show that all risks are 
economically significant determinants of option prices. 

 

 

 

The Information Content of Acquirer Dividend Policy in 
Acquisitions of Publicly Traded Firms 

Aymen Turki, Université Lille Nord de France - Lille School of 
Management Research Center (LSMRC) 

Sebastien Dereeper, Université Lille Nord de France - Lille School of 
Management Research Center (LSMRC) 

 

Various studies have analyzed the main determinants of payment 
method in M&As since the 1980s. We survey 2,260 US acquisitions to 
determine how relative the existing dividend policy of the acquirer 
affects the choice of the payment method. Based on the contingent-
pricing effect of stock offer, we hypothesize that the likelihood of stock 
payment increase with the pre-merger dividend policy of the acquirer 
since the information content of dividends can alleviate adverse 
selection effects. In a second step, we show that bidder 
announcement returns are, on average, less negative in all-stock 
offers for public targets when the acquirer is a dividend payer. Our 
findings indicate that acquirer dividend level is a determinant of 
payment method choice in acquisitions of publicly traded firms. The 
price reaction analysis suggests that the positive wealth effect is 
related to the informative effect of acquirer dividend against the risk of 
information asymmetry when using stock as a means of payment. 

 



Measuring the Stance of Monetary Policy in Zero Lower Bound 
Environments 

Leo Krippner, Reserve Bank of New Zealand 

 

I propose a simple framework that quantifies the stance of monetary 
policy as a 'shadow short rate' when the term structure is near the 
zero lower bound. I demonstrate my framework with a one-factor 
model applied to Japanese data, including an intuitive economic 
interpretation of the results, and also discuss the extension to multiple 
factors. 

 

 

 

Firm Financing Choices in a Thin, Capital Constrained Market 

David Smith, Massey University - School of Economics and Finance 

Jianguo Chen, Massey University - School of Economics and Finance 

Hamish Anderson, Massey University - School of Economics and 
Finance 

 

This paper examines the financing choices made by New Zealand 
firms and the factors that influence those choices over the period 
1984 to 2009. New Zealand firms are faced with relatively thin capital 
markets that lack scale and participation. The paper therefore 
provides an alternative perspective on how firms raise finance and 
refinance their activities. The paper finds that there are consistent 
trends in the financing policies of New Zealand firms, and in the 
factors that influence those policies, over the period examined. Key 
factors determining firms  financing policies are profitability, growth, 
levels of indebtedness, financing deficits or surpluses, and firm size. 
In contrast with the United States, New Zealand firms on average 
issue significantly more debt than equity. However, a significant 
proportion of firms maintain a consistent policy over time of not 
issuing debt, while many firms consistently issue and repay debt but 
do not engage in equity financing. 

 



It is the Short-Run Idiosyncratic Risk that May Matter: Evidence 
from Multiresolution Analysis 

Pei Pei Tan, Monash University - Department of Econometrics & 
Business Statistics 

Don (Tissa) Galagedera, Monash University - Department of 
Econometrics and Business Statistics 

Elizabeth Maharaj, Monash University 

 

This paper investigates the relation between idiosyncratic volatility 
(IVOL) and stock return conditional on trading strategies by adopting 
the signal decomposition methodology of wavelet analysis. We 
decompose return series using wavelet analysis and construct three 
components of IVOL; short-run IVOL, medium-run IVOL and long-run 
IVOL that captures firm-specific risk under three different trading 
strategies linked to return dynamics. Our finding in the cross-section, 
that it is the short-run IVOL that affects return inversely, suggests that 
it is the firm-specific risk associated with short-term dynamics in the 
returns that may matter in asset pricing. Previous studies identify an 
inverse IVOL-return relation by using time series data without 
decomposition and therefore they fail to uncover that the effect of 
IVOL on stock return may be a short-term phenomenon. Our results 
are robust to inclusion of a number of commonly used control 
variables in the Fama-French three-factor model. Moreover, we find 
evidence that in addition to short-run IVOL, liquidity, systematic risk 
and book-to-market ratio are also priced factors. 

 

 

 

Incentive Alignment, Monitoring Mechanism and Going Private in 
Australia 

Mamunur Rashid, Curtin University of Technology 

Subhrendu Rath, Curtin University of Technology - School of 
Economics and Finance 

 

Using a unique hand-collected data of Australian going private firms 
and a matched sample of traditional takeover firms between 1990 and 
2010, we investigate the effect of managerial shareholdings and 
corporate governance on PE takeovers. The analysis revolves around 
the view that managerial ownership is important in determining a firm 
s going private decision. We present evidence of a significant non-
linear relationship between managerial ownership and firm specific 
governance characteristics. There is also strong evidence suggesting 
that corporate governance practices have a significant impact on 
going private. In addition, we also present evidence that market for 
corporate control is active and plays a disciplinary role in Australia. 

 



The Impact of IRB Approach on the Credit Risk Exposure Under 
Basel II 

Katsutoshi Shimizu, Nagoya University 

 

This paper empirically investigates the impact of internal ratings-
based (IRB) approach on the risk weight under Basel II. Assuming 
increasing cost of raising new capital when the requirement constraint 
is violated, this paper estimates the difference of unknown risk weight 
parameters between IRB and standardised approach, analyzes how 
Japanese banks adjusted the amount of risk-weighted assets, and 
calculates the saved amount of regulatory capital. Furthermore, this 
paper examines the competitive effect of optional IRB regime and 
calibrates the model to simulate the impact of more stringent capital 
requirement under Basel III. 

 

 

 

Oil Price Shocks and Stock Market Performance: Do Nature of 
Shocks and Economies Matter? 

Ha Le, Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 

Youngho Chang, Nanyang Technological University - School of 
Humanities and Social Sciences 

 

This study examines whether and how the variability of stock market 
returns is associated with oil price fluctuations. It investigates the 
long-run causality running from oil price to stock returns and their 
short-run dynamics by applying the Toda-Yamamoto s 1995 (TY) 
causality approach and generalized impulse response functions 
(IRFs), respectively to the monthly data spanning from January 1997 
to November 2011. It chooses and examines three Asian economies 
that represent distinct characteristics in terms of oil: Malaysia as an oil 
exporter, Singapore as an oil refinery and Japan as an oil importer. 
The results suggest that the reactions of stock markets to oil price 
shocks vary significantly across markets and across periods due to 
the different natures of oil price shocks and economy and present 
insightful implications for not only economic modeling of the impact of 
oil price shocks but policy makers. 

 



The Happy Story Told by SME Capital Structure 

Ed Vos, University of Waikato - Department of Finance 

Kenny Bell 

 

The past assumption of profit maximization as the typical firm 
objective, coupled with empirical consistency with the pecking order 
theory, has led researchers to conclude that SMEs conform to the 
pecking order theory of capital structure (Myers and Majluf, 1984). 
Relaxing this assumption and allowing other important 
owner/manager objectives of independence, control and positive 
atmosphere allow the development of a new capital structure theory 
that does not rely on informational asymmetry and is also consistent 
with the previous empirical evidence. We also document several 
empirical anomalies when working within the pecking order theory that 
are explainable within our theory. 

 

 

 

Bank-Borrower Relationships and Transition from Joint Liability 
to Individual Liability Loans in Microcredit 

Abu Zafar Shahriar, Monash University 

Sugato Chakravarty, Purdue University 

 

We use primary data from Bangladesh to examine whether the 
strength of bank-borrower relationships affects the process of a 
borrower s transition from joint liability to individual liability loans in 
microcredit. Using a survival analysis framework, we show that 
borrowers who maintain non-mandatory savings accounts with their 
microfinance institutions (MFIs), and those who borrow from a single 
MFI (i.e., do not have banking relationships with multiple MFIs), 
graduate from joint liability to individual liability loans with a relatively 
short repayment history. Our findings imply that MFIs have incentives 
to invest in relationship development with their clients in order to 
expedite the process of a borrower s transition from group to 
individual loans which, in turn, can reduce the incidence of voluntary 
drop-outs by mature borrowers. 

 



Measuring Financial Integration Across European Stock Markets 
Using the Implied Cost of Capital 

Katja Muehlhaeuser, Technische Universität München (TUM) 

 

Using  firm-level expected equity return data for ten EMU countries, 
derived from an implied cost of capital approach, I reexamine the 
impact of the introduction of the Euro on the degree of  financial 
integration. I aim to isolate the impact of  financial integration through 
the use of a measure, which in comparison to realized returns is not 
sensitive to cashflow news, but only reflects the pricing mechanism of 
investors. Applying the Heston-Rouwenhorst model to my expected 
return estimates, I find strong evidence of increased financial 
integration after the launch of the common currency. Pure country 
effects have lost importance in the post-Euro period, while industry 
effects have gained significant influence. The pure country to industry 
variance ratio in the pre-Euro period amounts to 1.6, compared to only 
0.4 in the post-Euro period. Extending my analysis to a broader 
European sample, I find that the rise in industry effects is not limited to 
the EMU, while the drop in country effects is exclusive to the EMU. 
This suggests that my results are, at least to some extent, driven by 
the EMU's attempt to form a single European financial market. The 
sustained existence of country specific components in the pricing of 
equities, however, indicates that there are still certain barriers that 
prevent the EMU stock markets from being fully integrated. 

 

 

 

The Liquidity and Volatility Impacts of Day Trading by Individuals 
in the Taiwan Index Futures Market 

Robin Chou, National Chengchi Univresity 

George Wang, George Mason University - Finance Area 

Yun-Yi Wang, Feng Chia University 

 

We investigate the investment strategies of individual day traders in 
the Taiwan Index Futures market, along with their impact on market 
liquidity and volatility. Our results indicate a tendency among most 
individual day traders to behave as irrational contrarian traders. We 
also present consistent evidence to show that most individual day 
traders provide market liquidity by reducing the bid-ask spread, 
temporary price volatility and the temporal price impacts. Our results, 
which are consistent with the experimental results of Bloomfield et al. 
(2009), provide no support for the general criticism that day trading 
destabilizes the market while also exacerbating market volatility. 

 



Modeling Default Correlation in a US Retail Loan Portfolio 

Dennis Bams, University of Maastricht - Limburg Institute of Financial 
Economics (LIFE) 

Magdalena Pisa, Maastricht University - Limburg Institute of Financial 
Economics (LIFE) 

Christian Wolff, University of Luxembourg - Luxembourg School of 
Finance 

 

This paper generalizes the existing asymptotic single-factor model to 
address issues related to industry heterogeneity, default clustering 
and capital requirement s parameter uncertainty in US retail loan 
portfolios. We argue that the Basel II capital requirement overstates 
the riskiness of small businesses even with prudential adjustments.  
Moreover, our estimates show that both location and spread of loss 
distribution bare uncertainty. Their shifts over the course of the recent 
crisis have important risk management implications. The results are 
based on a unique representative dataset of US small businesses 
from 2005 to 2011 and give fundamental insights into the US 
economy. 

 

 

 

Market Timing with Moving Averages 

Paskalis Glabadanidis, University of Adelaide Business School 

 

I present evidence that a moving average (MA) trading strategy third 
order stochastically dominates buying and holding the underlying 
asset in a mean-variance-skewness sense using monthly returns of 
value-weighted decile portfolios sorted by market size, book-to-market 
cash-flow-to-price, earnings-to-price, dividend-price, short-term 
reversal, medium-term momentum, long-term reversal and industry. 
The abnormal returns are largely insensitive to the four Carhart (1997) 
factors and produce economically and statistically significant alphas of 
between 10% and 15% per year after transaction costs. This 
performance is robust to different lags of the moving average and in 
subperiods while investor sentiment, liquidity risks, business cycles, 
up and down markets, and the default spread cannot fully account for 
its performance. The MA strategy works just as well with randomly 
generated returns and bootstrapped returns. I also report evidence 
regarding the profitability of the MA strategy in seven international 
stock markets. The performance of the MA strategies also holds for 
more than 18,000 individual stocks from the CRSP database. The 
substantial market timing ability of the MA strategy appears to be the 
main driver of the abnormal returns. The returns to the MA strategy 
resemble the returns of an imperfect at-the-money protective put 
strategy relative to the underlying portfolio. Furthermore, combining 
several MA strategies into a value/equal-weighted portfolio of MA 
strategies performs even better and represents a unified framework 
for security selection and market timing. 

 

 

 



Costliness of Placement Agents 

Marko Rikato, PwC 

Ales Berk, University of Ljubljana - Faculty of Economics 

 

In this paper we provide first evidence that activities of placement 
agents are justified. Using two proprietary limited partner datasets that 
contain data on 902 private equity funds raised in the period 1990-
2011, we find that general partners hire placement agents to provide 
funding of approximately one tenth of private equity funds they 
manage. Further, we find positive impact of relative placement agent 
fees on fund performance. Similarly to other financial intermediaries, 
costliness of placement agents decrease with the investment amounts 
committed by limited partners. Their level is likely to be determined by 
negotiation power between a placement agent and a general partner 
and the emergence of a free-riding phenomenon. Additionally, we find 
that placement agents do not take advantage of the heterogeneity of 
fund returns and potential high benefits of successful investment 
picks. Namely, they predominantly prefer to charge their clients fixed 
fees. Finally, we conclude that limited partners when they allocate 
their funds by themselves manage to pick better-performing funds in a 
sense that they invest relatively higher amounts of available private 
equity capital to funds yielding higher returns. Yet, through self-
allocation they on average score lower performance than in the case 
when they allocate their funds through placement agents. 

 

CEO Overconfidence and Corporate Financial Distress 

Chao Rung Ho 

Yuanchen Chang, National Chengchi University - College of 
Commerce 

 

This paper examines the relation between CEO overconfidence and 
corporate financial distress. We investigate whether CEO 
overconfidence accounts for corporate financial distress using U.S. 
data from 1980 to 1994. We use CEOs  private portfolio and their 
press coverage as proxies for overconfidence to test our hypothesis. 
We find that optimistic CEOs make biased investing decisions and 
reduce stockholder wealth. We also find that stock owners and vested 
options confirm that managerial overconfidence is more likely to lead 
to corporate financial distress. Interestingly, overconfident CEOs 
mentioned in the Wall Street Journal will decrease the incidence of 
occurrence of corporate financial distress. 

 

 

 



Options Trading Volume and Stock Price Response to Earnings 
Announcements 

Cameron Truong, Monash University 

 

We examine the effect of options trading volume on the stock price 
response to earnings announcements over the period 1996 2009. 
Contrary to previous studies, we find no significant difference in the 
stock price response to earnings information in samples split between 
firms with listed options and firms without listed options. However, 
within the sample of firms with listed options stratified by options 
trading volume, we find that higher options trading volume reduces 
the immediate stock price response to earnings announcements. This 
conforms to evidence that stock prices of high options trading volume 
firms have anticipated and pre-empted some earnings information in 
the pre-earnings-announcement period. We also find that higher 
abnormal options trading volume around earnings announcements 
hastens the stock price adjustment to earnings news and reduces 
post-earnings-announcement drift. 

International Instability and Asset Pricing 

Zhuo Chen, Northwestern University - Kellogg School of Management 

Andrea Lu, Northwestern University - Kellogg School of Management 

Zhuqing Yang, Northwestern University - Kellogg School of 
Management 

 

We study the relationship between the international instability and 
asset prices. Using country-level military expenditure data, we 
construct a proxy for the international instability, measured as the 
growth rate of global military expenditure to GDP ratio, to capture the 
political tension and international conflicts caused by military 
expansion in an integrated world. By investigating stock market 
returns in 49 countries, we find that the international political instability 
is a valid source of systematic risk, and investors demand risk premia 
for exposure to such risk. Our proxy helps to explain the cross-
sectional return differences especially in emerging countries, 
complementary to the existing global asset pricing models. In addition, 
emerging countries have higher exposure to international political 
instability risk than developed countries. Higher exposure contributes 
to the higher returns observed in emerging countries relative to 
developed countries. 

 

 

 



The Investment Behavior of State Pension Plans 

Jeffrey Brown, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - 
Department of Finance 

Joshua Pollet, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - 
Department of Finance 

Scott Weisbenner, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - 
Department of Finance 

 

This paper provides evidence on the investment behavior of 20 state 
pension plans that actively manage their own equity portfolios. We 
find that while these states tend to hold a diversified portfolio that 
approximates the overall market, they nonetheless substantially over-
weight the holdings of stocks of companies that are headquartered in-
state. The extent of this over-weighting of within-state stocks by state 
pension plans is three times larger than that of other institutional 
investors. We explore three possible reasons for this in-state bias, 
including familiarity bias, information-based investing, and non-
financial/political considerations. State boundaries are important for 
predicting state pension plan holdings   while there is a significant 
preference for instate stocks, there is no similar tilt toward holding 
stocks from neighboring stocks. We find evidence that states are able 
to generate excess returns through their in-state investment activities, 
particularly among smaller stocks in the primary industry in the state. 
However, we also find evidence that is at least suggestive of political 
influence playing a role in the stock selection process. State pension 
plans are more likely to hold a within-state firm in its portfolio if the 
county where the firm is located gave a high fraction of its campaign 
contributions in the last election to the current governor. 

Does Board Tenure Matter? 
 

Sterling Huang, INSEAD - Finance 

 

Long-serving boards can offer the benefit of familiarity with the firm 
(the  knowledge effect ), and/or come at a cost of greater governance 
problems (entrenchment effect). I find that average board tenure 
exhibits an inverted U-shaped relationship with corporate performance 
and is non-monotonic vis à vis various corporate policies. In particular, 
it bears an inverted U-shaped relationship with stock returns that 
accompany acquisition announcement, and a U-shaped relationship 
with abnormal CEO compensation and the opportunistic timing of 
director option grants, together with the likelihood of making sub-
optimal investment decisions and of a pattern of persistence in 
strategic direction. I address the issue of potential endogeneity of 
board tenure with firm fixed effect as well as instrumental variable 
specification. I also use sudden death of independent director as an 
experiment and show that sudden death that moves board tenure 
away from the optimal attracts a 2-day announcement return of -
0.77%, while those that move board tenure closer to the optimal 
attract an announcement return of 0.78%. My results are consistent 
with the notion that for an additional year of tenure, the learning 
effects prevail within  younger  boards, while entrenchment costs 
dominate for  older  boards. 

 

 

 



The Efficiency of Mean-Variance Optimization with In-Depth 
Covariance Matrix Estimation and Portfolio Rebalancing 

Joonas Hamalainen, University of Turku 

 

Utilizing daily stock market returns for covariance matrix estimation 
and examining the estimation window length and rebalancing 
frequency in depth, I extend previous research to find out if a simpler 
allocation strategy can be outperformed with mean-variance 
optimization. The empirical study employs the sample covariance 
matrix model, a constant-correlation shrinkage model, and a DCC-
GARCH model with combinations of different estimation window 
lengths and rebalancing intervals for the estimation of minimum 
variance portfolios. The study takes into account transaction costs 
incurred by portfolio rebalancing. The results indicate that it is 
possible to achieve notably higher Sharpe ratios with portfolio 
optimization than by using a naïve equal-weight strategy. Moreover, I 
find that the estimation window length and rebalancing interval 
significantly affect portfolio performance. By examining the optimal 
length of the estimation window in detail I find that, surprisingly, a 
short estimation window produces more accurate forecasts of future 
covariances than a long window. 

 

 

 

Equilibrium-Based Volatility Models of the Market Portfolio Rate 
of Return 

David Feldman, University of New South Wales - Banking & Finance, 
Australian School of Business 

Xin Xu, University of New South Wales, Banking and Finance, 
Australian School of Business 

 

Volatility models of the market portfolio s return are central to financial 
risk management. We introduce an implementation method of 
equilibrium-based volatility models. We propose a family of such 
models and compare their predictive power to that of the three 
currently popular models in academia and industry. Our proposed 
models are as easy to implement but outperform the current ones, in 
three out-of-sample forecast evaluations in different time periods, by 
standard criteria [including Andersen and Bollerslev s (1998)]. This is 
also the case during high-volatility periods, whether the market is 
rising or falling. Within the equilibrium framework, we can explain why 
our models perform better. 

 



Banking Systemic Vulnerabilities: A Tail-Risk Dynamic CIMDO 
Approach 

Xisong Jin, University of Luxembourg - Luxembourg School of 
Finance 

Francisco Nadal De Simone, Banque Centrale du Luxembourg 

 

This study proposes a novel framework which combines marginal 
probabilities of default estimated from a structural credit risk model 
with the consistent information multivariate density optimization 
(CIMDO) methodology of Segoviano, and the generalized dynamic 
factor model (GDFM) supplemented by a dynamic t-copula. The 
framework models banks  default dependence explicitly and captures 
the time-varying non-linearities and feedback effects typical of 
financial markets. It measures the banking systemic credit risk in three 
forms: (1) credit risk common to all banks; (2) credit risk in the 
banking system conditional on distress on a specific bank or 
combinations of banks and; (3) the buildup of banking system 
vulnerabilities over time which may unravel disorderly. In addition, the 
estimates of the common components of the banking sector short-
term and conditional forward default measures contain early warning 
features, and the identification of their drivers is useful for 
macroprudential policy. Finally, the framework produces robust out-of-
sample forecasts of the banking systemic credit risk measures. This 
paper advances the agenda of making macroprudential policy 
operational. 

 

 

 

Comoment Risk and Stock Return 

Marie Lambert, University of Liege - HEC Management School 

Georges Hubner, HEC Management School - University of Liège 

 

We estimate comoment equity risk premiums for the US markets. The 
stock s contribution to the asymmetry and the fat tails of the market 
portfolio s payoff are priced into a coskewness and a cokurtosis 
premium. We construct zero-investment strategies that are long and 
short in coskewness and cokurtosis equity risks; we infer from the 
spread the returns attached to a unit exposure to US equity 
coskewness and cokurtosis. The coskewness and cokurtosis 
premiums present significant monthly average returns of 0.2% and 
0.4% from March 1989 to June 2008. Comoment risks display 
significant explanatory power regarding the US size and book-to-
market effects. The premiums do not subsume, but rather 
complement the empirical capital asset pricing model. 

 



Overcoming Fraud in Junior Equity Markets 

J. Ari Pandes, University of Calgary - Haskayne School of Business 

Michael Robinson, University of Calgary - Haskayne School of 
Business 

 

Entrepreneurial firms face significant difficulties when raising equity 
capital. Public equity markets that might represent a significant source 
of capital have been relatively inaccessible, and past programs 
designed to facilitate this access have been unsuccessful. Programs 
that do not account for the special financing needs of entrepreneurial 
firms have performed poorly. In this paper, we study Canada s Capital 
Pool Company (CPC) program, a program that since late 1986 has 
been helping high-risk small firms access public equity markets. On 
the surface, the program is similar to U.S. blind pool programs which 
were subject to a number of frauds during the 1980s. In Canada, the 
first blind pools in 1986 experienced a high level of fraud and in 
response to this fraud the CPC program was developed. Under this 
program, VC-like governance mechanisms are placed on the firm s 
founders, and significant regulations are placed on the firm s 
underwriters, in an attempt to increase the quality of firm founders and 
to provide protection to investors. This study documents how the 
program has expanded over time from being based solely in one 
province in Canada to being adopted by issuers and investors from 
many jurisdictions. In addition, we provide evidence that the quality of 
firms using the program to raise capital has been increasing over time 
and the incidence of fraud in this marketplace has been declining as a 
result. We also document an increase in the quality of the 
underwriting firms supporting CPC IPOs. Overall, our empirical 
analysis shows how the adoption of the CPC regulations created a 
program that has proven successful for both investors and issuers. 
This analysis supports the premise that it is possible to develop 
effective regulations in junior equity markets that will serve to 
minimize the likelihood of fraud in those markets. 

 

 

 

Liquidity Risk and Cross-Sectional Earnings-Returns Relation 

Zangina Isshaq, University of Queensland 

Robert W. Faff, University of Queensland 

 

Employing a broad sample of US firms over the period 1962 to 2009, 
we provide evidence of a liquidity risk impact on the fundamental 
earnings-returns relation. Specifically, we document that current 
liquidity risk has a positive moderating effect on the relation between 
current returns and next period change in earnings. Notably, this 
effect is distinct from (and after controlling for) the negative effect 
observed for illiquidity level (Kerr, Sadka and Sadka, 2012). We 
further show that the liquidity risk effect on the earnings-returns 
relation is dominant in firms that: (a) are of intermediate size; (b) are 
of intermediate book-to-market; and (c) are profitable. 

 



Market Liquidity, Private Information, and the Cost of Capital: 
Microstructure Studies on Family Firms in Japan 

Takashi Ebihara, Musashi University - Faculty of Economics 

Keiichi Kubota, Chuo University - Graduate School of Strategic 
Management 

Hitoshi Takehara, Waseda University 

 

We investigate market liquidity, distribution of private information-
based trades, and the cost of capital of publicly traded family firms in 
Japan. First, we find that family firms in Japan have a lower cost of 
debt, lower market liquidity, and higher information asymmetry. 
However, we did not find any difference in the cost of equity, although 
it is slightly higher for family firms. Accordingly, the WACC of family 
firms is higher than that for non-family firms although it is significant 
only for the conventional t-test. As for estimation of information 
asymmetry and illiquidity, we use the private information flow 
(Adjusted PIN) and the symmetric order inflow shock (PSOS). In 
addition, we estimate several conventional measures of market 
liquidity and illiquidity as used in microstructure studies. We find that 
the PSOS is a good measure of market illiquidity for our sample of 
family firms and control non-family firms. In conclusion, we claim that 
more voluntary disclosure is called for among Japanese family firms; 
first, to decrease the cost of equity, and second, to increase market 
liquidity of traded stocks as well as reduce the probability of private 
information-based trades. This is the first study to use asymmetric 
information related variables in family business research, which is a 
new contribution to the literature. 

 

 

 

Contemporaneous Spill-Over Among Equity, Gold, and Exchange 
Rate Implied Volatility Indices 

Ihsan Badshah, Auckland University of Technology 

Bart Frijns, Auckland University of Technology - Faculty of Business & 
Law 

Alireza Tourani-Rad, Auckland University of Technology - Faculty of 
Business & Law 

 

This paper examines the contemporaneous spill-over effects among 
the CBOE implied volatility indices for stocks (VIX), gold (GVZ) and 
the exchange rate (EVZ). We use the 'identification through 
heteroskedasticity' approach of Rigobon (2003) to decompose the 
contemporaneous relationship between these implied volatility indices 
into causal relationships. Our findings suggest that there is strong 
unidirectional, spill-over from VIX to GVZ and EVZ, where increases 
in stock market volatility lead to increases in gold and exchange rate 
volatility; and bi-directional spill-over between GVZ and EVZ. We 
emphasize the implications of our model by comparing the impulse-
responses generated by our structural VAR with the impulse-
responses of a traditional VAR. Our results show that the responses 
to shocks originating in GVZ and EVZ are seriously overestimated in 
the traditional VAR. These findings on the direction and magnitude of 
spill-over and the long-run impact on volatility have important 
implications for portfolio and risk management. 

 



The Information Content of Price Movements for Intraday 
Liquidity Estimation 

Paolo Mazza, Louvain School of Management (UCL) 

Mikael Petitjean, Louvain School of Management (UCL) 

 

This paper investigates how informative are price movements to 
estimate contemporaneous intraday liquidity. We regress spread, 
depth, dispersion and slope proxies on different price movement 
variables while controlling for trading activity. We estimate the relation 
by OLS with clustered standard errors. We also apply robust and 
median regression techniques. Our results suggest that liquidity 
proxies and price dynamics are closely related. One of the most 
striking observations is the following: The narrower the price range, 
the higher the level of liquidity. Gaps in prices are also clearly related 
to lower liquidity. All in all, we conclude that easy-to-observe price 
movements are particularly instructive when it comes to quickly 
evaluating the level of liquidity for large caps. 

 

 

 

Optimal Hedging When the Underlying Asset Follows a Regime-
Switching Markov Process 

Pascal Francois, HEC Montreal - Department of Finance 

Genevieve Gauthier, HEC Montreal 

Frédéric Godin, HEC Montreal - Department of Management 
Sciences 

 

We develop a flexible discrete-time hedging methodology that 
miminizes the expected value of any desired penalty function of the 
hedging error within a general regime-switching framework. A 
numerical algorithm based on backward recursion allows for the 
sequential construction of an optimal hedging strategy. Numerical 
experiments comparing this and other methodologies show a relative 
expected penalty reduction ranging between 0.9% and 12.6% with 
respect to the best benchmark. 

 



The Impact of Non Interest Income on Bank Risk in Australia 

Barry Williams, Bond University - Faculty of Business, Technology 
and Sustainable Development 

 

This paper considers the relationship between bank revenue 
composition and bank risk in Australia, using data drawn from 
Australian bank confidential regulatory returns. It is found that those 
banks with lower levels of non interest income and higher revenue 
concentration are less risky, contrary to mean-variance portfolio 
theory but consistent with previous international evidence. Decreasing 
returns to scale in bank risk is found, with results suggesting that the 
major Australian banks have reached the scale point where size is 
risk increasing. Non interest income is found to be risk increasing, but 
some evidence is found that trading and investment income may be 
risk reducing in certain circumstances, particularly when bank 
specialisation effects are considered. It is also suggested that care 
must be taken when selecting the appropriate peers for performance 
benchmarking, as institutionally based peer analysis is likely to be 
misleading unless bank specialisation is considered. 

 

 

 

Predictive Regression: An Improved Augmented Regression 
Method 

Jae Kim, La Trobe University 

 

This paper proposes three modifications to the augmented regression 
method (ARM) for bias-reduced estimation and statistical inference in 
the predictive regression. They are related to improved bias-
correction, stationarity-correction, and matrix formulae for bias-
correction and covariance matrix estimation. The improved ARM 
provides predictive coefficient estimators unbiased to the order of n-1; 
and overcomes the difficulty which arises when bias-correction 
renders the model non-stationary. By using the matrix formulae, the 
improved ARM can easily be implemented for a high order or 
multivariate predictive regression. From a Monte Carlo experiment, it 
is found that these modifications deliver substantial gain in small 
samples, in terms of smaller bias in the estimation of predictive 
coefficients and improved size properties of the associated statistical 
tests. As an application, the improved ARM is applied to monthly US 
stock return data to evaluate the predictive power of dividend yield in 
univariate and bivariate predictive regressions. It is found that the 
dividend yield shows statistically significant predictability for stock 
return from 1946 to 1994. However, it shows little predictive power if 
the data from 1995 to 2009 is used. These results are evident when 
the lag order of predictive regression is set to 1 or 4. 

 



CAPM, Components of Beta and the Cross Section of Expected 
Returns 

Tolga Cenesizoglu, HEC Montreal - Department of Finance 

Jonathan Reeves, Australian School of Business, University of New 
South Wales 

 

This paper demonstrates that a conditional version of the Capital 
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) explains the cross section of expected 
returns, just as well as the three factor model of Fama and French. 
This is achieved by measuring beta (systematic risk) with short-, 
medium- and long-run components. The short-run component of beta 
is computed from daily returns over the prior year. While the medium-
run beta component is from daily returns over the prior 5 years and 
the long-run component from monthly returns over the prior 10 years. 
More immediate changes in risk such as changes in portfolio 
characteristics are captured in the short-run beta component, 
whereas, more slowly changing risk due to the business cycle is 
captured in the medium- and long-run beta components. 

 

 

 

Information Asymmetry, Information Attributes and Industry 
Sector Returns 

Narelle Gordon, Macquarie University 

Edward Watts 

Qiongbing Wu, University of Western Sydney - School of Economics 
and Finance 

 

The probability of informed-trading (PIN), a microstructure measure of 
information asymmetry developed by Easley, et al (1996), has been 
increasingly applied to empirical studies in asset pricing, corporate 
finance and market microstructure. However, there is a growing 
debate as to whether PIN is a determinant of asset returns given the 
mixed empirical evidence from the US markets. We contribute to this 
debate by examining the price effect of PIN in an alternative market 
with significantly different information attributes to the US markets. 
Using data for companies listed on the Australian Stock Exchange 
(ASX) over the period from 1996 to 2010, we find that PIN is weakly 
priced in the Australian market. However, unlike the US market, the 
Australian market has an abundance of stocks from the resources 
sector. After excluding the resources stocks from the sample, we find 
a significantly positive relationship between PIN and expected stock 
returns, providing evidence in support of Easley et al (2004). 
Shedding light on the weak relationship between PIN and expected 
returns in the resources sector, we provide evidence stocks with no 
record of operating revenues, highly speculative stocks, show no 
association between PIN and expected returns. These findings are 
also consistent with previous empirical evidence that documents 
strong investor behavioural biases in valuing extremely uncertain 
stocks or hard-to-value stocks (Kumar, 2009). Therefore, caution is 
needed when applying PIN in the pricing of highly speculative stocks. 

 



Early Warning Indicators for the German Banking System: A 
Macroprudential Analysis 

Nadya Jahn, Institut für Kreditwesen 

Thomas Kick, Deutsche Bundesbank 

 

Over the past two decades, Germany experienced several periods of 
banking system instability rather than full-blown banking system 
crises. In this paper we introduce a continuous and forward-looking 
stability indicator for the banking system based on information on all 
financial institutions in Germany between 1995 and 2010. Explaining 
this measure by means of panel regression techniques, we identify 
significant macroprudential early warning indicators (such as asset 
price indicators, leading indicators for the business cycle and 
monetary indicators) and spillover effects. Whereas international 
spillovers play a significant role across all banking sectors, regional 
spillovers and the credit-to-GDP ratio are more important for 
cooperative banks and less relevant for commercial banks. 

 

 

 

Examining the Dynamic of Stock Prices with Evolving 
Computational Trading Models: The Value of Fundamental and 

Technical Analysis 

Laura Núñez-Letamendia, IE Business School 

Yiyi Jiang, Fundación Instituto de Empresa, S.L. 

 

We use the Adaptive Market Hypothesis (AMH) proposed by Lo 
(2004) to examine the dynamics of stock prices, exploring the 
informative value of fundamental and technical analysis. By using 
quantitative adaptive models driven by evolutionary algorithms 
(genetic algorithms) we examine if there is room to improve 
investment strategies when adapting them to the potential changing 
conditions of financial markets or to the investors  learning process. 
We found that fundamental strategies over-perform both naive 
investment and technical rules and that the adaptation to market 
conditions is crucial. Moreover, the investor can significantly reduce 
the risk by using fundamental analysis. 

 



Funding Liquidity and Its Risk Premiums 

Jaehoon Lee, University of New South Wales (UNSW) 

 

This paper presents a new approach to measure funding liquidity. The 
key idea is that, as borrowing constraints become more binding, 
speculators withdraw first from small stocks and then from large 
stocks since large stocks require lower margins. Given the 
speculators' role in liquidity provision, the asset liquidity of large and 
small stocks would covary differently with shocks to speculators' 
capital depending on their participation in the markets. Based on the 
intuition, funding liquidity is measured as the difference of rolling 
correlations of stock market returns with large and small stocks' asset 
liquidity. The estimated funding liquidity appears highly correlated with 
aggregate hedge fund leverage ratios, broker-dealers' asset growth 
rates and bond liquidity premiums. The funding liquidity is able to 
predict GDP growth rates and aggregate stock market returns with 
strong significance in both in-sample and out-of-sample tests. It is 
also robust to various equity premium predictors, subsample periods, 
and long-horizon forecast bias. 

 

 

 

Mutual Fund Trades: Timing Sentiment and Managing Tracking 
Error Variance 

Dominic Gasbarro, Murdoch University 

Grant Cullen, Murdoch University 

Gary Monroe, University of New South Wales (UNSW) - Australian 
School of Business 

 

We use portfolio holdings to show that mutual funds preferentially 
trade stocks according to the stocks  sentiment betas. Stocks with 
high sentiment betas are more responsive to investor sentiment and 
increase (decrease) in value as sentiment increases (decreases). 
Sentiment-based trades may be motivated by the opportunity to 
increase fund returns through timing predictability in sentiment, or by 
management of portfolio risk. Sentiment is mean-reverting, but its 
level and recent change only partially explain these trades. In 
contrast, 30 percent of sentiment-based trades are explained by the 
initial sentiment beta of funds that trade to reduce their tracking error 
variance. 

 



A New Test of Financial Contagion with Application to the US 
Banking Sector 

Cody Hsiao, Australian National University (ANU) - Centre for Applied 
Macroeconomic Analysis (CAMA) 

 

A new test for financial market contagion based on increases in 
extremal dependence (co-kurtosis and co-volatility) is developed to 
identify the propagation mechanism of shocks across international 
financial markets. This new approach is applied to test for contagion 
in equity markets and banking sectors following the global financial 
crisis of 2008-2009. The results of the tests show significant contagion 
effects are widespread from the US banking sector to global equity 
markets and banking sectors. The extremal dependence tests capture 
more extreme co-movements than the asymmetric dependence tests 
in extreme events. 

 

 

 

The Performance of Socially Responsible Investments: An 
Examination under the ICAPM Framework 

Yuchao Xiao, Monash University 

Robert W. Faff, University of Queensland 

Philip Gharghori, Monash University 

 

This study formulates a two-factor empirical model under the ICAPM 
framework to evaluate the cross-sectional implications of socially 
responsible investments in the US equity market. Our results show 
that socially responsible investments have no asset pricing impact on 
the US market. To this end, we argue that (i) socially responsible 
corporations understand how to successfully incorporate SRI 
strategies into the decision making process without adversely 
affecting their core business and, (ii) investors will not be 
disadvantaged financially by investing in socially responsible funds or 
corporations. As such, a trade-off in returns in exchange for socially 
responsible holdings is not necessary. This evidence should further 
encourage the adoption of socially responsible investment strategies 
and might also explain the increasing trend of socially responsible 
holdings in the US marketplace. 

 

 

 



Announcement Effects of Asset Securitization: The Case of 
Liquidity Facility Providers 

Hilke Hollander 

Jörg Prokop, University of Oldenburg - Finance and Banking 

 

During the recent financial crisis liquidity risk has become one of the 
most important factors driving the financial markets. The bailouts of 
IKB and Sachsen LB showed that especially unconditional liquidity 
facilities provided to securitization vehicles represent a substantial risk 
for liquidity providing banks. Despite the volume of liquidity facilities 
provided in securitization transactions is typically extremely large, 
most prior research concentrates on the originating bank's abnormal 
returns and therefore on the credit risk transfer impact of asset 
securitization.To address this issue, we analyse the effects of credit 
securitization announcements on the involved liquidity facility provider 
s share price.  
Based on a unique sample of 97 European securitization transactions 
undertaken between 2002 and 2010, we find that abnormal returns 
occur around the announcement date for banks providing liquidity to 
facilitate such a transaction. Abnormal returns are positively related to 
the respective bank s size and liquidity, they tend to be negative for 
transactions involving CMBS or subprime RMBS portfolios, and they 
are negatively related to market interest rates. 
Our results have strong implications for investors as well as for value-
based bank management. 

 

 

 

The Role of Severance Pay in CEO Turnover 

Wei-Lin Liu, Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 

Pang Caiji, Nanyang Technological University (NTU) - Nanyang 
Business School 

 

We examine the effect of contractual severance pay on the likelihood 
of CEO turnover. We find that severance pay reduces both the 
frequency and performance sensitivity of turnover, and that these 
reductions are especially pronounced when despite poor past 
performance, there remain considerable uncertainties about CEOs  
competence. These findings suggest that severance pay protects 
CEOs against the risk of dismissal when performance is poor but may 
only be temporarily so. In addition, we find that variations in the quality 
of corporate governance do not significantly alter the relation between 
severance pay and turnover rate, suggesting that the protection effect 
of severance pay is orthogonal to the potential effects of corporate 
governance on CEO turnover. 

 



Capacity Constraints and the Opening of New Hedge Funds 

Sugato Chakravarty, Purdue University 

Saikat Deb, Deakin University - School of Accounting, Economics and 
Finance 

 

In this paper we propose that hedge funds  capacity constraints may 
play a significant role on the decision of fund families to open a new 
hedge fund. We argue that hedge fund families face diseconomies of 
scale because of the non-scalability of their investment strategies and, 
as their existing funds approach critical size, they prefer opening new 
hedge funds rather than allowing their existing funds to grow. Our 
empirical analysis shows that fund families  propensity to open new 
funds increases with the degree of capacity constraints faced by the 
existing funds of the families. We find that fund families' strategy of 
starting new hedge funds is correlated with a decrease in fund flows 
to their existing funds, and that the introduction of new funds leads to 
an improvement in the performance of the existing funds within the 
same family. 

 

 

 

Impact of Anonymity on Liquidity in Limit Order Books: Evidence 
from Cross-listed Stocks 

Jane Chau, University of Wollong - School of Accounting and Finance 

Alex Frino, University of Sydney - Discipline of Finance 

Gary Tian, University of Wollongong 

 

This paper examines anonymity effects on liquidity migration of cross-
listed stocks using a natural experiment created by the staggered 
move to anonymity regime undertaken by ASX and NZX. The 2SLS 
instrumental variable estimation shows two interesting trends. When 
considering liquidity impact on cross-listed stocks after ASX switched 
to anonymous trading, bid-ask spreads, quoted depth and trading 
volume improve on ASX, but deteriorate on NZX. On the other hand, 
when considering NZX s adoption of anonymous trading, liquidity 
decreases on ASX, but increases on NZX. Consistent with our 
hypothesis, anonymity attracts the trading of cross-listed stocks from 
the foreign counterparty. Results also suggest the existence of 
commonality in liquidity in financial markets, and the inclusion of this 
commonality in natural experiment studies may be necessary. 

 



How Banking Deregulation Affects Growth: Evidence from a 
Panel of U.S. States 

Ranajoy Ray-Chaudhuri, The Ohio State University 

 

This paper examines the impact of banking deregulation on growth in 
the U.S. Many states relaxed restrictions on intra-state bank 
branching beginning in the early 1960s, both by allowing bank holding 
companies to convert subsidiaries into branches and by permitting 
statewide de novo branching. This increased competition in the 
banking sector forced financial intermediaries to become more 
efficient. The existing literature suggests that one of the channels 
through which this worked was bank lending. Different industries have 
varying degrees of dependence on external financing, and industries 
that are more dependent on external financing should grow faster in 
the post-deregulation period. While this issue had been partly 
examined in a broader cross-country setting, it had not been hitherto 
explored for the U.S. In a panel data set, I find this not to be the case 
for the U.S.; industries that borrow less from banks in fact grew at a 
faster rate after deregulation. This could be the result of commercial 
banks losing market share to other sources of external financing, the 
general decline in the U.S. manufacturing sector and the terms of 
trade moving in favor of agriculture. I also consider the effect of 
deregulation on various measures of bank performance and find the 
strongest impact to be on the number of commercial banks operating 
in the state. Contrary to existing research, these regulatory changes 
slowed down growth in the number of bank branches and offices, as 
well as other measures of bank performance like assets, equity, loans 
and deposits. This suggests that the gains from deregulation are 
short-lived, and also reflect unprofitable smaller banks shuttering their 
operations and the emergence of credit unions and other alternatives 
to commercial banks. 

 

 

 

Disinterested, Disinclined, or Discouraged? - Determinants of 
Finance Seeking Among Australian Small and Medium-Sized 

Enterprises 

Dong Xiang, Griffith University - Department of Accounting, Finance 
and Economics 

Andrew Worthington, Griffith University 

Helen Higgs, Griffith University 

 

Using the Business Longitudinal Database compiled by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics, this paper investigates the effects of firm-level 
factors, including size, the number of employees, business strategy, 
and firm lifecycle, on finance seeking (both debt and equity) by 
Australian small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). We identify 
firms seeking and not seeking finance and firms successfully and 
unsuccessfully acquiring finance over time. Taking advantage of the 
longitudinal nature of our data, we identify how past finance-seeking 
experience affects future finance-seeking behavior, particularly in 
relation to discouraged finance-seekers (otherwise good credit and/or 
venture quality firms lacking the necessary confidence to seek finance 
because of a lack of past success). Using a lagged regression model, 
we find that firm business strategy and experience as a discouraged 
finance-seeker significantly affect future finance-seeking behaviour by 
SMEs. This has important policy and industry implications in that the 
observed demand for finance by SMEs and any implied credit 
rationing may understate the actual level because potential finance 
seekers do not apply for finance in anticipation of rejection. 

 



Information Spillover Across Firms in Institutional Investor s 
Blockholding Network: Evidence from Seasoned Equity 

Offerings 

Juan LUO,  

 

We examine whether a firm s financing decision (SEOs) affects the 
market value of other firms that share the same largest institutional 
blockholder as the issuer. We find that the stock prices of non-SEO 
firms in the portfolio react negatively when other portfolio firms make 
SEO announcements. We find that after controlling for horizontal and 
vertical industrial information transfers, this negative spillover effect is 
more pronounced when issuers (non-issuers) have high information 
asymmetry or when their stock prices are overvalued prior to the 
offerings. The negative spillover effect is also more evident when non-
issuers have a near-term equity financing plan, when the issuers time 
the market for their equity offerings, or when issuers  institutions are 
small, short-term, or transient investors. These results suggest that 
stock offers by firms with a largest institutional blockholder create 
investors  adverse selection concern for issuers as well as other firms 
in the same portfolio and this adverse selection effect is particularly 
pronounced when institutions  stock picking styles/characteristics are 
highly information sensitive. 

 

 

 

Individualism, Trading Volume, and Momentum around the World 

Graham Bornholt, Griffith University - Department of Accounting, 
Finance and Economics 

Yiwen (Paul) Dou, Macquarie University 

Mirela Malin, Griffith University - Department of Accounting, Finance 
and Economics 

 

We investigate the role of trading volume in predicting the magnitude 
and persistence of the price momentum phenomenon in markets 
around the world. We also investigate the association between 
national culture (proxied by individualism) and the magnitude of the 
volume effect. Using comprehensive data for 38,273 stocks from 37 
countries, we show that past trading volume relates to both the level 
and persistence of momentum profits. In addition, we show that 
cultural differences can explain the size of the volume effect in the 
markets investigated in this paper. 

 

 

 



Stock Price Informativeness, Analyst Coverage and Economic 
Growth: Evidence from Emerging Markets 

Fang Chin Cheng, University of New South Wales 

Ferdinand Gul, Monash University 

Bin Srinidhi, University of Texas at Arlington - Department of 
Accounting 

 

This paper extends the economic growth model tested by Levine and 
Zervos (1998) by including a measure for capital allocation efficiency 
proxied by stock price informativeness. Using a sample of 59 
countries, this study finds that stock price informativeness as 
measured by firm-specific return variation is positively associated with 
economic growth after controlling for variables in the Levine and 
Zervos (1998) model. We find that stock price informativeness acts as 
a substitute for stock market liquidity in predicting economic growth. 
These results are consistent with the Roll s (1988) claim: more 
information-laden stock prices signal efficient stock markets and, 
therefore, stonger economic growth. We also find that firms in 
emerging economies covered by more analysts incorporate greater 
(lesser) systematic-wide (firm-specific) information which impede the 
role of stock price informativeness in predicitng economic growth. 

Does Income Smoothing Affect the Cost of Bank Loans? 
 

Yusuke Takasu, Hitotsubashi University - Graduate School of 
Commerce and Management 

 

This study investigates the link between income smoothing behavior 
and the cost of bank loans. From the first analysis, this study finds 
that income smoothing behavior by management lowers the cost of 
bank loans. In addition to this first analysis, the current study also 
focuses on the relationship between the information conveyed through 
income smoothing and that generated by the bank. In particular, I 
analyze whether the effect of income smoothing behavior on the cost 
of bank loans is influenced by the information production function of 
the main bank. Through the second analysis, the current study 
provides new empirical evidence. First, when considering the 
information production role of banks, a statistically significant relation 
between income smoothing and the cost of bank loans in the firms 
whose information is less likely to be generated by banks (measured 
by the firm s borrowing concentration) can be found. Second, in the 
firms whose information is more likely to be generated by the banks, a 
statistically significant relation between income smoothing and the 
cost of bank loans cannot be observed. These results imply that the 
information production role of banks affects the link between income 
smoothing and the cost of bank loans. 

 

 

 



Liquidity and Solvency Shocks in a Network Model of Systemic 
Risk: The Impact of Minimum Capital and Reserve Requirements 

Andreas Krause, University of Bath 

Simone Giansante, University of Bath - School of Management 

 

We analyze the impact minimal capital and reserve requirements 
have on bank failures arising from solvency and liquidity shortages in 
a banking system where banks are characterized by the amount of 
capital, cash reserves and their exposure to the interbank loan market 
as borrowers as well as lenders. A network of interbank lending is 
established that is used as a transmission mechanism for the failure 
of banks through the system. We find that the impact of minimum 
capital and reserve requirements is small and excess holdings work to 
a similar degree, suggesting that targeting capital requirements more 
carefully on specific banks can be more e 
ective than common minimum requirements for all banks. 
 

Financial Risk Attitudes in Australian Households: A 
Comparative Analysis of the Impact of Demographic and 
Socioeconomic Factors and Macroeconomic Conditions 

 

Tracey West, Griffith University 

Andrew Worthington, Griffith University 

 

In this paper, we use panel data from the 2001 10 waves of the 
Household, Income, and Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) 
survey to investigate the changing financial risk attitudes of Australian 
households, focusing on changes in macroeconomic conditions. This 
is an important concern because knowledge of the risk tolerance of 
individuals and households has important implications for, among 
other things, financial planning, asset pricing, and monetary and 
regulatory policy. We employ ordered logit models to test for changes 
in risk tolerance, after controlling for changing respondent household 
demographic and socioeconomic characteristics and macroeconomic 
conditions. In general, having a bachelor s degree or higher, being 
self-employed, being in very good or excellent health and having net 
wealth in excess of $1 million suggest an increased likelihood of risk 
tolerance. Conversely, a higher likelihood of risk aversion is 
associated with being young, having an educational qualification of 
Year 11 or lower, being female, having children in the household, and 
being in the lowest net wealth category. Marginal effects show that 
being in the highest net wealth category has the greatest positive 
effect on being in the highest risk tolerance category. Conversely, 
being female (both single and married) has the greatest impact on 
being more risk averse. Though the macroeconomic indicators lack 
individual significance, they are jointly significant in determining risk 
attitudes. Over the sample period, Australians have generally reduced 
their tolerance for financial risk. 

 

 

 



Liquidity Advantage of Domestic Banks: Evidence from 
Australian Syndicated Loans 

Christine Brown, Monash University - Department of Accounting and 
Finance 

Viet Do, Monash University - Department of Accounting and Finance 

Oscar Trevarthen 

 

This paper explore whether there are competitive advantage of 
Australian domestic banks relative to international banks in absorbing 
liquidity risk originated from loan contract. We focus on the Australian 
syndicated loan market and the two types of syndicated loans: term 
loans and revolving loans. Term loans, entirely funded at origination, 
are credit risk intensive loans, whilst revolving loans are liquidity 
intensive as they can be drawn-down at any time by the borrower. We 
find evidence suggesting that Australian domestic banks are more 
willing to take liquidity risk. In particular, the proportion of loans held 
by Australian domestic banks significantly higher for revolving loans. 
Furthermore, such liquidity advantage amplifies for high risk borrower 
and when market condition deteriorates. There is also evidence 
suggesting that the higher level liquidity risk of Australian domestic 
banks is due to their risk seeking behavior. 

Hubris, CEO Compensation and Earnings Manipulation 

Chia-Feng Yu, Monash University - Department of Economics 

 

In recent heated  financial debates, chief executive officers (CEOs) 
are blamed for their overconfidence leading to earnings manipulation 
and excessive risk. How is it then that these overconfident CEOs 
obtain job offers in the first place? In an agency model with CEO 
overconfidence and public regulation, we  first show that it is ex ante 
firm-value-maximizing to accommodate some earnings manipulation 
and to select an overconfident CEO deliberately if the associated 
benefit outweighs the cost of resource distortion. The result is like a 
`side-betting' between the board and the CEO. We then show that 
earnings manipulation and having an overconfident CEO can enhance 
the interim market valuation of the firm, provided certain conditions 
are satisfied. These results indicate the bright side of earnings 
manipulation and CEO overconfidence and explain why it is that 
earnings manipulation and CEO overconfidence can exist even under 
firm-value-maximizing corporate governance.  
For policy implication, we show that it is socially optimal for a 
regulatory body to impose a lenient policy on earnings manipulation 
rather than a zero-tolerance policy. This suggests that the co-
existence of earnings manipulation and CEO overconfidence is a 
result of a tripartite interaction among overconfident CEOs, boards 
deliberately selecting an overconfident CEO, and a regulatory body 
with leniency towards earnings manipulation. The dark side of `side-
betting' and leniency towards earnings manipulation, however, is that 
the  firm bears greater risk and is more likely to go bankrupt ex post. 

 

 

 



The Impact of the 2007 Reforms on the Information Environment 
in the Chinese A-Share Market 

Rong Gong 

Alastair Marsden, University of Auckland - Faculty of Business & 
Economics 

Russell Poskitt, University of Auckland - Department of Accounting 
and Finance 

 

This paper examines the impact of China s 2007 reforms on 
information disclosure regulations and accounting standards in the 
Chinese A-share market. The reforms were expected to improve the 
information environment in the Chinese stock market by requiring 
continuous disclosure, prohibiting 'selective disclosure' of private 
information, and converging Chinese accounting standards with IFRS. 
Contrary to expectations our results show that the earnings forecast 
accuracy by local Chinese financial analysts decreased in the post-
reform period, while the earnings forecast accuracy of foreign financial 
analysts did not change significantly. In the post-reform period, we 
also find there was a significant decrease in the adverse selection 
component of bid-ask spread. Overall our results suggest that 
informed trading decreased after the 2007 reforms, which indicates a 
reduced level of 'selective disclosure' of private information to local 
analysts. 

Post-Earnings Announcement Drift: Evidence from the Corporate 
Bond Market 

Xiaoting Wei, Monash University 

Cameron Truong, Monash University 

Madhu Veeraraghavan, Monash University   Department of 
Accounting and Finance and Corporate Finance Cluster 

 

This study examines the bond pricing behaviour over a 30-day interval 
subsequent to earnings announcements in the sample period of 2002   
2010. Our results report a significant and positive relation between 
bond returns and earnings surprises over the 30-day post-earnings 
announcement period. In addition, we find that this post-earnings 
announcement drift is mainly driven by negative earnings news. Bond 
prices do not exhibit a significant response to positive earnings news. 
This evidence is consistent with the bond asymmetric payoff function 
according to Black and Scholes (1973). Furthermore, we examine the 
impact of bond riskiness on bond price reaction to earnings 
announcements. We find evidence of a stronger reaction from riskier 
(speculative-grade) bonds to earnings announcements over the 60-
day interval. 

 

 

 



Is the Accruals Quality Premium Really Only a January Effect? 
International Evidence 

Lijuan Zhang, Australian National University 

Mark Wilson, Australian National University 

 

We examine seasonality in the pricing of firms' accrual quality (AQ), 
following Mashruwala and Mashruwala's (2011) finding that abnormal 
returns to AQ are concentrated around the turn-of-the-year, and likely 
reflect a correlation with investors tax-loss selling. Extending 
Mashruwala and Mashruwala's study, we employ an international 
sample comprising countries where tax-loss selling incentives exist, 
and control for the effects of illiquid low-priced stocks. While we find 
that a turn-of-the-year effect does exist in some cases, abnormal 
returns to AQ and an AQ-based hedge portfolio are positive and 
significant for the remainder of the year if low-priced stocks are 
controlled. We further show that the apparent AQ premium 
concentrates in firms with low competition for their stock, consistent 
with an information risk explanation. Finally, we demonstrate that poor 
AQ is associated with higher implied costs of equity capital. 
Collectively, our results are consistent with the existence of an AQ 
premium, which is not singularly driven by tax-loss selling effects. 

 



Family Ownership, Organisational Control and Agency Costs in 
Australian Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 

Dong Xiang, Griffith University - Department of Accounting, Finance 
and Economics 

Andrew Worthington, Griffith University 

Helen Higgs, Griffith University 

 

Using the Business Longitudinal Database compiled by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics, we examine the level and determinants of 
agency costs in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), with a 
particular focus on the impact of family ownership and the variation in 
agency costs associated with firm size and the level of ownership 
concentration. Using univariate and multivariate analysis, we find that 
family ownership appears to reduce agency costs in smaller SMEs. 
However, among medium-sized family-owned SMEs, these gains 
appear offset by an increase in the lack of self-control and problems 
arising from the possible presence of parental altruism. For larger 
family-owned SMEs, agency costs again decrease, likely because of 
the effects of other forms of firm monitoring, such as by bank lenders 
and non-family investors, and the increased professionalization of 
management associated with an increase in the size and complexity 
of the firm. 

 

 

 

An Evolutionary CAPM Under Heterogeneous Beliefs 

Carl Chiarella, University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) - School of 
Finance and Economics 

Roberto Dieci, Dipartimento di Matematica per le Scienze 
Economiche e Sociali - Università di Bologna 

Xue-Zhong 'Tony' He, University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) - 
School of Finance and Economics 

 

Heterogeneity and evolutionary behaviour of investors are two of the 
most important characteristics of financial markets. This papers 
incorporates the adaptive behavior of agents with heterogeneous 
beliefs and establishes an evolutionary capital asset pricing model 
(ECAPM) within the mean-variance framework. We show that the 
rational behavior of agents switching to better performed trading 
strategies can lead to a spill over of large price fluctuations of market 
prices from the fundamental prices of one asset to other assets. Also, 
this spill-over effect due to this behavior of agents is associated with 
high trading volumes and persistent volatility characterized by 
significantly decaying autocorrelations of and positive correlation 
between price volatility and trading volume. 

 



The Impact of Monetary Policy Announcements on the Australian 
Foreign Exchange Market 

Bronwyn McCredie, University of Newcastle (Australia) 

Paul Docherty, University of Newcastle (Australia) 

Stephen Easton, University of Newcastle 

 

This paper examines the impact of  target  and  path  monetary policy 
announcements on the Australian foreign exchange market. These 
announcements are embodied by the monthly release of Australia s 
target cash rate and the minutes of the Reserve Bank board meeting 
respectively. We find that the market responds in one minute to 
unanticipated target and path announcements; however this response 
is shown to persist following a target announcement for up to ten 
minutes. We further find that consumer sentiment moderates the 
impact of these announcements on the Australian foreign exchange 
market. These results represent a significant contribution to the 
literature regarding the dynamics of the Australian foreign exchange 
market and the short-term transmission mechanism of interest rate 
news. 

 

 

 

Equity Lending, Investment Restrictions and Fund Performance 

Richard Evans, University of Virginia (UVA) - Darden School of 
Business 

Miguel Ferreira, Nova School of Business and Economics 

Melissa Porras Prado, Nova School of Business and Economics 

 

We examine the determinants of a fund families  decision to lend 
equities and the implications for fund performance and family 
profitability. While the families  decision to lend shares can generate 
lending income, the demand to borrow equities is a strong signal 
about the future underperformance of the stock. Given this strong 
signal, we might expect fund managers to sell the stock instead of 
keeping it in their portfolio and lending it. Moreover, during our sample 
period from 1996 to 2009, the percentage of mutual funds that lend 
equities triples. Looking at the decision to lend equities, we find that 
active funds that engage in share lending underperform otherwise 
similar funds. This adverse effect of equity lending is concentrated in 
those funds that cannot act on the short-selling signal due to their 
investment policy and restrictions. Our evidence is consistent with a 
fund family setting fund restrictions in order to diversify their fund 
offerings across different investment objectives. With restrictions in 
place that prevent a fund from selling a stock with borrowing demand, 
equity lending would at least generate some income to offset the 
potential underperformance. 

 



Practice What You Preach: Microfinance Business Models and 
Operational Efficiency 

Jaap Bos, Maastricht University 

Matteo Millone, Maastricht University - Department of Finance 

 

We analyze the efficiency of microfinance institutions (MFIs) by 
modelling their output as a function of number of loans, average loan 
size and yield on gross portfolio. Our model allows us to take into 
account the preferences of MFIs as a mix of outreach and financial 
performance. We estimate a multi-output production possibility frontier 
with Stochastic Frontier Analysis and find that there is a non-linear 
negative relationship between number of loans and average loan size. 
This implies that mission drift will not only reduce depth but also 
breadth of outreach. Using the estimated efficiency scores, we show 
that increasing the size of loans and the total size of the loan portfolio 
actually decreases efficiency. When we take social performance into 
account, we find that over lending and the percentage of women 
borrowers have a negative effect on efficiency. We observe no effect 
on efficiency of multiple borrowing. Increasing the average loan size 
does not allow MFIs to lend more and does not improve efficiency. 

 

 

 

Quality of Bank Capital and Credit Growth in the Global Financial 
Crisis 

Marko Kosak, University of Ljubljana - Faculty of Economics 

Shaofang Li, University of Ljubljana - Faculty of Economics 

Igor Loncarski, University of Ljubljana - Faculty of Economics 

 

In this paper we analyze whether bank funding structure affects bank 
lending behavior. In particular, we are interested in the relationship 
between the high quality (Tier 1) and lower quality (Tier 2) bank 
capital and lending growth during the Global financial crisis. We use 
annual financial data for banks worldwide in the period 2000-2010. 
Our findings suggest that Tier 1 capital ratio is positively associated 
with loan growth during the Global financial crisis. We find some 
evidence that Tier 2 capital and interbank deposits spur bank lending 
during normal times but not during the Global financial crisis. In 
contrast, customer deposits positively affect bank lending during the 
Global financial crisis. Interestingly, high Tier 1 ratios of competing 
banks spur bank lending in normal times but discourage bank lending 
during the Global financial crisis. We also find that the government 
ownership of banks can be associated with stronger lending during 
the Global financial crisis. 

 



Market Efficiency and Foreign Institutional Trading: Evidence 
from the Taiwan Futures Market 

Robin Chou, National Chengchi Univresity 

Keng-Yu Ho, National Taiwan University - Department of Finance 

Pei-Shih Weng, National Central University - Department of Finance 

 

The literature frequently views foreign institution investors in emerging 
markets as informed traders with an information advantage that likely 
increases market efficiency. Using a unique data set from the Taiwan 
Futures Exchange (TAIFEX), we directly investigate the informational 
role played by foreign institution investors. Interestingly, we find that, 
despite a significant increase in foreign institution trading over the 
past few years, liquidity costs increased significantly and the 
informational efficiency of market price actually deteriorated. We find 
direct evidence showing that the increase in foreign institutional 
trading is associated with the deterioration of market efficiency. We 
reconcile this unexpected finding by showing that foreign institution 
investors are more likely to act as market makers on the TAIFEX by 
submitting passive limit orders. 

 

 

 

Using Volatility Futures as Extreme Downside Hedges 

Bernard Lee, HedgeSPA (Hedge Funds and Sophisticated Products 
Advisors) 

 

Long volatility  is thought to be an effective hedge against a long 
equity portfolio, especially during periods of extreme market 
movements. This study examines using volatility futures and variance 
futures as extreme downside hedges, and compares their 
effectiveness against traditional  long volatility  hedging instruments 
such as rolling series of 5% and 10% out-of-the-money put options. 
Using contract-rolling methodologies that are generally consistent with 
market practice, our results show that VIX volatility futures seem to be 
a more effective extreme downside hedge than traditional option 
rolling strategies with 5% and 10% out-of-the-money put options on 
the S&P 500 index as well as variance futures. In particular, using 1-
month rolling VIX futures and a reasonable hedging model presents a 
cost-effective choice as a hedging instrument for extreme downside 
risk protection as well as for upside preservation. This observation is 
significant, since there are not yet obvious theoretical justifications as 
to why using VIX futures can be more efficient than using the 
underlying options when dealers are likely to charge defensive 
margins due to imperfect replication. 

 



Forecasting of Credit Migration Considering Correlation between 
Business and Credit Cycles 

Masayasu Kanno, Kanagawa University 

 

Bank s major approach in her internal rating system is credit scoring 
valuation which focused on corporates  idiosyncratic risks and based 
on their financial indexes. Hence, an influence on corporates  credit 
risks by business variation are not considered in her system. We 
model the effect on corporates  credits by macroeconomic variables 
and analyze it. Firstly we model a corporate s credit variable by the 
credit cycle index and her idiosyncratic risk factor, and consider the 
correlation between the business and credit cycles. And we 
decompose the business cycle into a trend and a cycle using Hodrick-
Prescott filter and show we can build the more explanatory model 
than one based on macroeconomic variables themselves. Secondly 
we optimize the weights of credit cycle index by some distance 
measures for Japanese corporates and quantify the severity on 
historical Japanese corporates  credits by macro economy. 

 

 

 

Do Institutions Influence Corporate Behavior? An Analysis of 
Corporate Social Responsibility 

Chuan-Yang Hwang, Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 

Sheridan Titman, University of Texas at Austin - Department of 
Finance 

Ying Wang, Nanyang Technological University (NTU) - Nanyang 
Business School 

 

Kinder, Lyndenberg, and Domini (KLD) provide Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) scores for corporations. Using these scores, we 
classify institutions into socially responsible institutions (SRI) and non-
socially-responsible institutions (NSRI) based on the value weighted 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) scores of their portfolio 
holdings. We find that after controlling for CSR scores, the stocks held 
by NSRI s realized higher returns in the next quarter. These results 
are especially strong for high CSR stocks. Our interpretation is that 
excessive CSR policy is value-destroying and that higher NSRI 
ownership stifles future CSR activity. Consistent with the hypothesis, 
we find that an increase in NSRI ownership predicts subsequent 
cutbacks in CSR policies, especially for high CSR and poorly 
performing firms. Furthermore, we observe return reversals indicating 
that firms reverse some of the earlier gains in stock prices from the 
increase of NSRI ownership if they fail to cutback CSR as expected. 

 



Liquidity, Fragility and the Credit Crunch: A Theoretical 
Explanation and the Introduction of Contingent Convertible 

Bonds 

Robert Van Order, George Washington University 

Rose Lai, University of Macau - Faculty of Business Administration 

 

The recent financial turmoil has triggered a credit crunch whereby 
illiquid, but not necessarily insolvent, banks were not able to borrow 
money and were forced to be liquidated, bought or bailed out. A 
response to this problem has been contingent convertible bonds (or 
CoCo bonds), which are ordinary bonds that are converted into equity 
when certain financial triggers, such as capital ratios of banks, are 
reached. These have the potential of providing an automatic source of 
liquidity without having to go through bankruptcy or getting bailouts  
money. We present a model of liquidity with two types of investors 
who have different information about risk; one group has better 
information but a less elastic supply of funds, and the other produces 
liquidity via an elastic supply of funds but with much less information. 
The model generates a critical value of overall risk, above which there 
are  flights to quality  by liquidity suppliers. This leads to a sharp 
increase in borrowing costs for banks even though the underlying 
increase in risk is small. We next show that the existence of CoCo 
bonds can help to reduce the magnitude of a large and abrupt shift of 
credit dry-up from a relatively stable level. 

 

 

 

Expectations of Executive Risk-Taking and Preferences: 
Evidence from CEO Stock Grants 

Ingolf Dittmann, Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR) - Erasmus 
School of Economics (ESE) 

Lars Norden, Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR) - Rotterdam 
School of Management (RSM) 

Guangyao Zhu, Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR) 

 

We investigate which assumption on executive preferences best 
matches the market expectations around CEO stock grants events. 
We measure market expectations of executive risk-taking by changes 
in firms  CDS spreads and derive utility-adjusted risk-taking incentives 
under various preference assumptions. We find significantly positive 
abnormal CDS spread changes around first-time CEO stock grant 
events. The result is stronger for companies with high leverage, low 
Altman (1968) Z-Score, and low-grade credit ratings. We further show 
that loss aversion is most consistent with the evidence. Our study 
highlights the link between changes in executive compensation, risk 
taking, and preference identification. 

 



Durable Matters? An Alternative Measure of Consumption Risk 

Rui Cui, University of Chicago - Booth School of Business (Finance 
Authors) 

 

Empirical proxies for permanent shocks to durables consumption 
growth are shown to generate strong pricing implications for both one-
period and long-run risk return tradeoff in a cross-section of test 
assets. This factor is identified as an additional source of consumption 
risk in a structural model where investors are endowed with recursive 
preferences over consumption of both durable and nondurable goods 
whose growth rates are predictable. In the data, small stocks, value 
stocks and treasury bonds with longer maturities covary more strongly 
with this factor than big stocks, growth stocks and treasury bonds with 
shorter maturities, thus generating higher expected return. My 
estimation implies reasonable magnitude of risk aversion. Next, I 
apply dynamic value decomposition method in conjunction with my 
economic model to analyze cash flows from value and growth 
portfolios. Incorporating durable consumption identifies significant 
heterogeneity in the stationary component of these cash flows, but 
only negligible difference in their martingale component. This 
suggests higher risk premium associated with holding the near end, 
rather than far end, of cash flow components from value portfolio 
could be an important contributor to the well known value premium. 

 

 

 

Price and Earnings Momentum, Transaction Costs and Financial 
Crisis 

Reza Tajaddini, University of Otago - Department of Accountancy and 
Finance 

Timothy Crack, University of Otago - Department of Finance and 
Quantitative Analysis 

Helen Roberts, University of Otago - Department of Finance and 
Quantitative Analysis 

 

We use practitioner techniques to examine the performance of price 
momentum (MOM) and earnings momentum (PEAD) equity trading 
strategies in New Zealand from 1999 to 2011. Much of our analysis is 
new or innovative. We find that both individual strategies are profitable 
after transaction costs (bid-ask spreads and price impact). A 
combined MOM-PEAD strategy always outperforms the individual 
PEAD strategy, and reliably outperforms both MOM and PEAD 
strategies if we reduce fund size, reduce frequency of trade, relax 
constraints on turnover, or lower penalties on transaction costs. We 
explain performance differences in terms of the strategies  traction 
with ex-ante alphas, the correlation between the active returns to the 
individual strategies, and the impact of turnover on transaction costs. 
Although transaction costs unambiguously increased during the 2007 
2009 crisis period, we are surprised to find that the combined MOM-
PEAD strategy performs better during the crisis than non-crisis period 
after transaction costs. 

 



U.S. Bank Structure, Fragility, Bailout, and Failure during the U.S. 
Financial Crisis 

Wenling Lu, Washington State University 

David Whidbee, Washington State University - Department of 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 

 

This paper examines the impact of charter type, holding company 
structure, and measures of bank fragility on the likelihood of a bank 
bailout or failure during the late 2000s financial crisis. The empirical 
results indicate that established institutions were more likely to fail if 
they were relatively large, had relatively low capital ratios, relied more 
heavily on brokered deposits, and held a relatively large portfolio of 
real estate loans. In addition, bank failure was more likely for those 
banks that had a relatively large proportion of nonperforming loans. 
The variables explaining the likelihood a bank received bailout funds 
are similar except that holding a large proportion of nonperforming 
loans reduced the likelihood that a bank received bailout funds. 
Overall, these results are consistent with regulators providing bailout 
funds to banks that were more likely to survive the financial crisis, but 
allowing those banks that were inherently fragile to fail. 

 

 

 

On the Regulatory Responses to the Recent Crisis: An 
Assessment of the Basel Market Risk Framework and the Volcker 

Rule 

Gordon Alexander, University of Minnesota - Twin Cities - Carlson 
School of Management 

Alexandre Baptista, George Washington University - School of 
Business 

Shu Yan, University of South Carolina - Moore School of Business 

 

Banks around the world suffered huge trading losses in the recent 
crisis. In response, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
(2011) provides a revised framework to determine the minimum 
capital requirements for their trading portfolios. Moreover, the Dodd-
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (2010) 
imposes certain restrictions on the composition of the trading 
portfolios of U.S. banks through the so-called Volcker rule. Our paper 
assesses the effectiveness of the Basel framework and Volcker rule in 
preventing banks from taking substantive tail risk in their trading 
portfolios without capital requirement penalties. We find that the Basel 
framework is ineffective in preventing banks from doing so. However, 
we find that the Volcker rule partially mitigates the ineffectiveness of 
the Basel framework. We also suggest alternatives to the Basel 
framework and discuss the impact of the Volcker rule if any one of 
them is adopted. 

 



Can European Bank Bailouts Work? 

Dirk Schoenmaker, Duisenberg School of Finance 

Arjen Siegmann, VU University Amsterdam - Faculty of Economics 
and Business Administration 

 

Cross-border banking needs cross-border recapitalisation 
mechanisms. Each mechanism, however, suffers from the financial 
trilemma, which is that cross-border banking, national financial 
autonomy and financial stability are incompatible. In this paper, we 
study the efficiency of different burden-sharing agreements for the 
recapitalisation of the 30 largest banks in Europe. We consider bank 
bailouts for these banks in a simulation framework with stochastic 
country-specific bailout benefits. Among the burden sharing rules, we 
find that the majority and qualified-majority voting rules come close to 
the efficiency of a bailout mechanism with a supranational authority. 
Even a unanimous voting rule works better than home-country 
bailouts, which are very inefficient. 

 

 

 

Firm Specific Risk and IPO Market Cycles 

Marie-Claude Beaulieu, Laval University - Centre de recherche en 
économie et finance appliquée (CRÉFA) 

Habiba Mrissa Bouden, Laval University - Département de Finance et 
Assurance 

 

Riskier firms tend to go public in periods of Hot-Issue Market which 
are characterized by high initial returns and large number of initial 
public offerings (IPOs) (Ritter, 1984). This research underlines the 
important role of issuing firm risk in the determination of IPO cycles. In 
the previous literature, the volatility of IPO initial returns in early 
aftermarket stage is used as a risk proxy. In this paper, we study 
different component of firm risk. First, the IPO risk is decomposed in 
two components: (1) systematic volatility which corresponds to wide-
market risk factors, and (2) idiosyncratic volatility which is related to 
the firm s specific risk factors. The aim of this risk decomposition 
consists in analyzing separately the time variation of issuing firm risk 
components and revealing whether a type of risk is predominant in 
determining IPO cycles. Second, we use market expected volatility, 
proxied by the implied volatility index (VIX), for ex-ante market 
uncertainty in order to determine its impact on IPO cycles. In the asset 
pricing literature, prior studies show that VIX predicts expected returns 
(Giot, 2005), and ex-post realised volatility (Christensen and 
Prabhala, 1998). This paper tests the predictive power of the VIX on 
IPO cycles in terms of IPO initial returns, volume as well as and risk. 
Since previous authors such as Banerjee, Doran and Peterson (2007) 
consider that VIX represents mainly systematic risk factors, we 
investigate the link between expected market volatility and IPO 
systematic risk on the one hand, and IPO idiosyncratic risk on the 
other hand. Our findings show that IPO cycles are mainly determined 
by the idiosyncratic portion of the issuing firm risk. We also highlight 
the predictive power of the VIX index on IPO activity, as well as, on 
IPO idiosyncratic risk. Overall, our results show the predominant role 
of the idiosyncratic component of IPO risk, as well as, the role of the 
market expected volatility on IPO cycles. 

 



Gram-Charlier Processes and Equity-Indexed Annuities 

John Peter Chateau, University of Macau - Department of Finance 
and Business Economics 

Daniel Dufresne, University of Melbourne - Department of Economics 

 

A Gram-Charlier distribution has a density that is a polynomial times a 
normal density. The historical connection between actuarial science 
and the Gram-Charlier expansions goes back to the 19th century. A 
critical review of the financial literature on the Gram-Charlier 
distribution is made. Properties of the Gram-Charlier distributions are 
derived, including moments, tail estimates, moment indeterminacy of 
the exponential of a Gram-Charlier distributed variable, non-existence 
of a continuous-time Levy process with Gram-Charlier increments, as 
well as formulas for option prices and their sensitivities. A procedure 
for simulating Gram-Charlier distributions is given. Multiperiod Gram-
Charlier modelling of asset returns is described, apparently for the first 
time. Formulas for equity indexed annuities  premium option values 
are given, and a numerical illustration shows the importance of 
skewness and kurtosis of the risk neutral density. 

 

 

 

The Response of Oil Prices to Macroeconomic News: An 
Analysis of Jumps 

John Elder, Colorado State University 

Hong Miao, Colorado State University - Department of Finance & Real 
Estate 

Sanjay Ramchander, Colorado State University - Department of 
Finance & Real Estate 

 

Previous research has been unable to identify a strong link between 
oil prices and economic news. We reexamine this relation using high 
frequency intraday data and relatively new methodology that we use 
to estimate jumps in oil returns. We find a surprisingly strong relation 
between high frequency jumps in oil returns and the arrival of new 
economic information. Our results indicate that oil prices respond 
rationally to at least some substantive economic information, but do 
not rule out speculation as another factor. 

 



Co-Insurance in Mutual Fund Families 

Luis Goncalves-Pinto, National University of Singapore 

Breno Schmidt, Emory University - Goizueta Business School 

 

We argue that cross-trading within mutual fund families can decrease 
the costs associated with asset fire sales. This in turn creates an 
incentive for fund families to coordinate internal trades in order to 
support member funds that are in distress. We find evidence that 
forced sales by funds experiencing large outflows tend to be absorbed 
by other funds in the family. We show how this is more likely to be 
observed in families with a large number of funds, and we provide 
evidence of reciprocity among funds engaging in this type of co-
insurance. Consistent with internal coordination, we document that the 
stock price reaction arising from the widespread selling by distressed 
funds is weak or insignificant when such funds belong to large 
families. We then study how co-insurance affects the behavior of 
investors and fund managers. Consistent with our hypothesis, we 
show that affiliation with large families significantly reduces the 
sensitivity of outflows to poor past performance, especially for funds 
holding more illiquid portfolios. As a result, we find that fund managers 
of illiquid funds affiliated with large families take on more risk than 
their small-family peers. 

 

 

 

Hedge Funds as International Liquidity Providers: Evidence from 
Convertible Bond Arbitrage in Canada 

Evan Gatev, Simon Fraser University 

Mingxin Li, Simon Fraser University (SFU) 

 

We examine the impact of Canadian convertible bond issuance on 
equity market liquidity. Using issuance event dates between April 
2002 and March 2011, we analyse the change in short interest and 
stock liquidity during a one-year event window. We consider 
mainstream liquidity measures including turnover, dollar volume, 
dollar spread, percentage spread and the ratio of daily absolute stock 
return to dollar volume. We find that after convertible bond issuances, 
there are significant increases in short interest, but minimal overall 
improvements in liquidity. The change in liquidity is not significantly 
related to the change in short interest, except for the firms with largest 
change in short interest. Interpreting increased short interest after 
issuance as a proxy for convertible bond arbitrage activity, the results 
suggest that there is limited positive liquidity externality of hedge fund 
activity in Canada. 

 

 

 



Corporate Governance and Small Firm Financing 

Christina Atanasova, Simon Fraser University 

Evan Gatev, Simon Fraser University 

Daniel Shapiro, Simon Fraser University (SFU) - Policy Analysis Area 

 

We examine the capital structure and corporate governance 
provisions of small publicly traded Canadian firms. We find that the 
industry median leverage and the availability of collateral are the main 
determinants of debt-equity ratios. Moreover, low-levered firms have 
better corporate governance provisions and are more likely to issue 
new equity. Our results suggest that there is a relationship between 
capital structure and corporate governance, so that small firms with 
low debt capacity incur costly shareholder protection to facilitate 
equity financing. 

 



Bankruptcy Probabilities Inferred from Option Prices 

Stephen Taylor, Lancaster University - Department of Accounting and 
Finance 

Chi Feng Tzeng,  

Martin Widdicks, Lancaster University - Department of Accounting and 
Finance 

 

Option prices contain forward looking information about stock price 
volatility and, potentially, the probability of bankruptcy. We develop a 
risk-neutral density (RND) model consisting of a mixture of two 
lognormal densities with a probability of bankruptcy. We calibrate this 
model to daily stock and option prices of six financial institutions 
during the onset of the financial crisis to see what information about 
bankruptcy probabilities can be inferred from option prices. The 
bankruptcy probability and the shape of the RND for the institutions 
are examined, particularly on major event dates. The empirical results 
show that acquiring banks have a lower bankruptcy probability than 
the acquired banks; RNDs of financial institutions reflect market 
shocks, especially in fat tails and bankruptcy probability. The results 
from multivariate regressions for each institution suggest that the 
small volatile firms, with low returns, have a higher chance of 
bankruptcy than large stable firms with high returns. 

 

 

 

Cross-Country Differences in the Effect of Political Connections 
on the Information Environment 

Yuanto Kusnadi, City University of Hong Kong - Department of 
Accountancy 

Bin Srinidhi, University of Texas at Arlington - Department of 
Accounting 

 

Using a sample of firms from 28 countries, we investigate the cross-
country differences in the effect of political connections on the 
information environment. We find that politically connected firms in the 
emerging markets exhibit lower stock price informativeness than 
similar unconnected firms but we do not find this result in the 
developed markets. This finding is robust to controlling for earnings 
quality, analyst coverage, share-turnover, and insider ownership. 
Examination of specific differences between countries reveals that the 
weakening of the information environment for connected firms is 
prevalent in countries that have high levels of corruption, no electoral 
democracy, and low media penetration. Further analysis shows that 
this degradation is significant only if the firm is connected to the 
highest echelons of the country s leadership and the connected party 
in the firm is the controlling shareholder. In conjunction with earlier 
literature, our findings suggest that political rent-seeking weakens 
both the public and the private information environments for 
connected firms in emerging economies with weak political processes 
and low media penetration. 

 



Pricing Deviation, Misvaluation Comovement, and 
Macroeconomic Conditions 

Eric Chieh Chang, University of Hong Kong - School of Business 

Yan Luo, University of Hong Kong - School of Business 

Jinjuan Ren, University of Macau - Faculty of Business Administration 

 

We measure individual stocks' misvaluation based on their firm-
specific deviations from predicted intrinsic values. The misvaluation 
measure exhibits association with stocks' valuation uncertainty and 
arbitrage difficulty, and has significant power to forecast stock returns 
incremental to size, book-to-market ratio, momentum, and various 
return anomalies. Based on the misvaluation measure, we form a 
misvaluation factor and find that stocks' return covariances with this 
factor strongly predict the cross-section of returns even after the 
control of stocks' sensitivities to other return factors. We further show 
that the misvaluation factor and market-wide misvaluation waves 
predict future macroeconomic conditions, which provides further 
insights into the pricing of systematic misvaluation in the market. 

 

 

 

The Value of Stable Ownership before and during the Global 
Financial Crisis 

Andy Lardon, University of Antwerp 

Marc Deloof, University of Antwerp 

Christof Beuselinck, Catholic University of Lille - Institut d'Économie 
Scientifique et de Gestion (IESEG) 

 

We investigate the impact of ownership stability and concentration on 
firm value and risk for a large sample of listed firms in 29 European 
countries in the 2005-2010 period. This time frame allows us to exploit 
the Global Financial Crisis as an exogenous shock and use the pre-
crisis period as a benchmark. We find that a stable and concentrated 
ownership increased value and reduced risk during the crisis. While 
the positive crisis effect of ownership concentration on performance 
was higher in countries with better investor protection, the influence of 
ownership stability does not seem to depend on country-level 
governance. This indicates that ownership concentration but not 
ownership stability is associated with expropriation risk. 

 



The Fukushima Nuclear Accident, Damage Compensation 
Resolution and Energy Stock Returns 

Toshio Serita, Aoyama Gakuin University - Department of Economics 

Peng Xu, Hosei University - Department of Economics 

 

In this paper, we investigate both the market reaction soon after the 
accident and the market reaction when the Nuclear Damage Liability 
Facilitation Fund Act was passed and signed into law. TEPCO, the 
damaged electric power company s stock price lost the largest 
consecutively for direct damage of its nuclear plants in Fukushima. 
Nuclear construction stock prices dropped soon after the accident. 
And significant contagion effects spread to non-damaged regionally 
monopolistic electric power and nuclear construction stocks, as worse 
information arriving. Non-damaged power companies  subsidiary 
suppliers gained in stock prices. Competitive effects occur for 
alternative energy companies and their stock prices gained from the 
accident. Also, the market believed the primary beneficiary of the 
original bill of the Act was TEPCO which was bailed out. In contrast to 
the original bill s positive effects on all electric power companies, the 
revision of the bill had negative impacts on TEPCO, nuclear operators 
and non-nuclear electric power companies. Finally, we discuss the 
relationship between liability compensation regime and nuclear safety 
incentives. 

 

 

 

Liquidity Premia and Dynamic Flows in Money Management 

Luis Goncalves-Pinto, National University of Singapore 

Min Dai, National University of Singapore (NUS) - Department of 
Mathematics 

Jing Xu, National University of Singapore (NUS) - Department of 
Mathematics 

 

We study the optimal investment policy of an open-end equity fund 
manager who needs to deal with periodic money flows into and out of 
her fund, and who operates in a market where assets are costly to 
trade. We show that the presence of dynamic flows induces the fund 
manager to trade more frequently, which significantly narrows the no-
trading region created by transaction costs. As a result, we find that 
transaction costs can have a first-order effect on the liquidity premia 
required by the fund manager to compensate her for trading an illiquid 
security. In contrast to existing literature, we derive this result without 
the need to assume time-variation in the fund manager's investment 
opportunity set. 

 

 

 



Promotion Incentives, CEO Appointments and Firm Performance 

Maria Strydom, Monash University 

Michaela Rankin, Monash University 

 

Executive remuneration is often criticised as being excessive and not 
clearly linked to firm performance. This study further examines the link 
between pay and performance by examining the impact of promotion-
based tournament incentives. Our hypotheses draw on tournament 
theory of labour economics which argues that the  gap  between the 
remuneration of CEO and other senior executives creates a 
tournament-style competition for promotion amongst ambitious senior 
executives. The efforts of these highly motivated executives have a 
positive influence on overall firm performance. Whilst tournament 
theory is well studied in the US and UK (Conyon et al. 2001; Kale et 
al. 2009; Gong et al. 2011), Australian evidence is sparse. Our 
empirical analysis therefore seeks to better understand the 
determinants of tournament incentives, particularly surrounding the 
appointment of a new CEO. Further, we test whether firm 
performance is influenced by the magnitude of tournament incentives. 
Our results suggest that tournament incentives play a significant role 
in enhancing firm performance, but that this positive impact is 
somewhat reduced after a change in CEO. We also find that closer 
alignment of CEO pay (through equity compensation) is positively 
associated with firm performance. In regards to the determinants of 
tournament incentives we find that tournament incentives are lowest 
after a change in CEO. This study therefore contributes to the topical 
debate on executive compensation by providing evidence on the 
effectiveness of tournament incentives and their relationship to firm 
performance in the Australian environment. It is one of the first to 
examine whether tournament incentives play any role in the pay-for-
performance relationship in Australia and findings are likely to be of 
interest to researchers, policy makers, corporations and their 
shareholders, given the increased current focus on executive 
compensation and the lack of clear alignment with firm performance. 

 



Risk and Dependence Analysis of Australian Stock Market - The 
Case of Extreme Value Theory 

Abhay Singh, Edith Cowan University 

David Allen, Edith Cowan University - School of Finance and 
Business Economics 

Robert Powell, Edith Cowan University - School of Accounting, 
Finance and Economics 

 

The quantification of risk and dependence are major components of 
financial risk modelling. Financial risk modelling frequenty uses the 
assumption of a normal distribution when considereing the return 
series which makes modelling easy but is inefficient if the data is not 
normally distributed or if it exhibits extreme tails. When dealing with 
extreme financial events to quantify extreme market risk, Extreme 
Value Theory (EVT) proves to be a natural statistical modelling 
technique of interest. Estimation of tail dependence between financial 
assets plays a vital role in various aspects of financial risk modelling 
including portfolio theory and hedging amongst applications. Extreme 
Value Theory (EVT) provides well established methods for 
considering univariate and multivariate tail distributions which are 
useful for forecasting financial risk or modelling the tail dependence of 
risky assets. In this paper we focus on the extreme risk and 
dependence analysis of the ASX-All Ordinaries (Australian) stock 
market using using univariate and multivariate EVT based methods. 
The empirical evidence shows that EVT can be successfully applied 
to financial market return series for predicting daily VaR using a 
GARCH(1,1) and EVT based dynamic approach. We also use 
nonparametric measures based on bivariate EVT to investigate 
asymptotic dependence and estimate the degree of tail dependence 
of the ASX-All Ordinaries daily returns with four other international 
markets, viz., the S&P-500, Nikkei-225, DAX-30 and Heng-Seng for 
both right and left tails of the return distribution in extreme quantiles. It 
is investigated whether the asymptotic dependence between these 
markets is related to the heteroskedasticity present in the logarithmic 
return series using GARCH filters. The empirical evidence from 
bivariate EVT methods show that the asymptotic dependence 
between the extreme tails of the stock markets does not necessarily 

exist and rather can be associated with the heteroskedasticity present 
in the financial time series of the various stock markets. 

 

 

 



Auctions of Real Options: Security Bids, Moral Hazard, and 
Strategic Timing 

Lin Cong, Stanford Graduate School of Business 

 

Assets with embedded real options are often sold to competing 
parties with bids partially contingent on the cash flows generated from 
exercising the options. Post-auction moral hazard arises because the 
winning bidder's real option differs from the auctioneer's. Moreover, as 
the value of a real option changes over time, there is a trade-off 
between selling a real option immediately versus waiting to sell later 
for a higher value. In formal auctions, security bids generally lead to 
significant investment delays and accelerations that are costly to the 
auctioneer's revenue and social welfare. In informal negotiations, 
post-auction investments are efficient and bidding equilibrium is 
equivalent to a first-price cash auction. Strategic timing impacts 
bidding behavior, security ranking, equilibrium payoff, and investment 
efficiency in both formal and informal auctions. Optimal mechanisms 
entail weakly delayed auction and investment relative to efficient 
mechanisms. The results thus caution the use of security bids despite 
their oft-discussed benefits, as well as highlight the integral role of 
strategic timing in auction design. 
 

 

 

The Option-Implied Density of the S&P500: What Drives Market 
Uncertainty and Prediction? 

Yi Ling Low, The University of Melbourne 

 

We study the information content of the option-implied risk-neutral 
density (RND) of the S&P 500 Index. At the extraction level, we 
address the problem of estimating the tails of the distribution where 
option prices are observable. We then contribute further to the 
literature which has yet to incorporate cross-moment dynamics in 
modeling the RND. We model the extracted time-series of RND 
moments in a vector autoregression with exogenous variables 
framework. The RND moment interactions and the financial and 
economic factors affecting these moments are studied. Findings of 
significant cross-moment dynamics as well as impact from financial 
factors on the RNDs echo recent studies which recommend including 
cross-moment relations for forecasting the RND. We show that the 
forward-looking information in the predicted RND is useful for 
predicting market price turning points. The research has implications 
for traders as well as macroeconomic and financial economists who 
take an interest in the evolution of option and the underlying index 
prices. 

 



Volatility Uncertainty, Time Decay, and Option Bid-Ask Spreads 

PeiLin Billy Hsieh, Cornell University - Department of Economics 

 

This paper documents the stylized fact that in the option market the 
spread between the implied volatility of bidding price and the implied 
volatility of asking price widens with increasing magnitude when an 
option contract approaches the expiration date. Distinct from other 
research on this topic, our calculation of implied volatility is based on 
model-free implied volatility. With a focus of volatility uncertainty which 
results in hedging variance for liquidity providers, this research 
develops a model that explains the volatility spread pattern. We show 
that, as time passes, the required hedging uncertainty premium 
charged by the liquidity providers decays more slowly while the 
premium contained in the quoted options price decays at an 
increasing higher rate which is determined by the option pricing 
model. Therefore, liquidity providers need to increase asking and 
decrease bidding volatility to maintain the profit necessary to 
compensate slowly decayed hedging uncertainty premium. Our 
results strongly suggest that studies on volatility spread should 
detrend the data to make not only the estimation model correct but 
also the series stationary. Without adjusting trend and autocorrelation 
problems, statistical results are inaccurate and misleading. More 
importantly, based on our theoretical model, we also find that: (a) the 
implied volatility spread does not increase in proportion to the 
increase of implied volatility, and (b) the increase of volatility 
uncertainty is not a sufficient condition for an increase in the 
percentage spread. Finally, to augment the validity of our claims, we 
provide rigorous econometric tests which support our propositions. 

 

 

 

Incentive-Compatible Sovereign Debt 

Mario Bersem, Copenhagen Business School 

 

This paper extends the well-known costly state verification (CSV) 
approach to financial contracting to a setting without enforcement. 
Specifically, the paper presents a model of sovereign borrowing and 
lending where information is asymmetric, audits are costly, and there 
is no court to enforce the sovereign s repayment promises. In this 
setting, I show that the sovereign borrower optimally issues a contract 
that specifies (i) a fixed repayment in high income states, and (ii) a 
default in low income states where the sovereign s willingness-to-pay 
is low. Sovereign default equals a debt renegotiation in which the 
sovereign repays an amount that depends on creditors  bargaining 
power. If the debt renegotiation breaks down, the sovereign 
repudiates (i.e. repays nothing). The main result explains why 
sovereign borrowers issue debt instruments instead of more 
contingent contracts. Simple comparative statics show that if the costs 
of repudiation, economic or political, can be increased, the interest 
rate on sovereign debt is lowered through a commitment effect: higher 
costs of repudiation commit the sovereign to repay the debt at face 
value in more states of the world; thus, reducing sovereign risk. 

 



How to Evaluate the Share Price Performance During CEO 
Tenure: The Case of Josef Ackermann s Stewardship at 

Deutsche Bank 

Stephan Späthe, Center for Financial Studies (CFS) 

 

This clinical paper gives guidance on how to correctly compute and 
evaluate the share price performance of a corporation during a 
specific CEO tenure. Although the emphasis is on Deutsche Bank s 
share price performance between 2002 and 2012, a lot of general 
questions relevant for this kind of assessment are tackled as well. For 
instance it is shown that currency adjustments are essential when 
comparing global companies if their shares are listed in different 
currency areas. In addition, the differences of dollar-weighted versus 
time-weighted returns for peer groups during consecutive observation 
periods are discussed.  
At Deutsche Bank s AGM at the end of May 2012, the CEO tenure of 
Josef Ackermann officially ended after ten years in office. During his 
stewardship, Deutsche Bank established itself in the bulge bracket of 
investment banking and was one of the few global banks which 
survived the financial crisis without any direct government support. 
Whether his regime was successful for shareholders is controversial. 
It is shown that in spite of the fact that Deutsche Bank s original share 
price performance during Ackermann s stewardship has been 
negative by  50 %; it significantly outperformed other German financial 
institutions, international sector indices or hand-selected investment 
banking peer groups. However, it is not clear if this relative 
outperformance is solely attributable to Ackermann s and his board 
members  management capabilities or perhaps a result of implicit 
guarantees by the German government.  
Moreover, share price performance figures published by Deutsche 
Bank are reviewed. It turns out that some figures overstate the real 
performance. The same is true for e.g. Morgan Stanley s performance 
graph in its latest 10-K report. This finally raises the question, how 
reliable share price performance figures presented by companies are. 
This is important for the ongoing pay-for-performance discussion 
because already the underlying data of share price performance could 
be biased. 

 

 

 



Would Australia-New Zealand Be a Viable Currency Union? 
Evidence from Interstate Risk Sharing Performances 

Faisal Rana 

Faruk Balli, Massey University - School of Economics and Finance 

 

In this paper, first, we measure the potential welfare gains from 
perfect risk sharing across Australian states and New Zealand regions 
under a possible unification. We show that New Zealand regions reap 
moderate gains from perfect risk sharing when they form a union with 
Australia, whereas for Australian states, the gains are somewhat 
similar to what they have attained at intranational level. Second, we 
measure the extent of interstate risk sharing between the two 
countries. Contrary to the evidence of OECD and EU members, we 
are not able to observe intertemporal smoothing among Australian 
states and New Zealand regions, whether alone or jointly, thus 
rejecting permanent income hypothesis. Further, unique to the risk 
sharing literature, we decompose the aggregate output shocks into 
positive and negative components, and find that both types of shocks 
are successfully insulated within Australia and New Zealand. However 
in a union setting, only positive aggregate shocks are buffered and not 
the negative ones, raising doubts about the feasibility of the union 
particularly in economic downturns. 

 



Banking Risk and Macroeconomic Fluctuations 

Yi Jin, Monash University 

Zhixiong Zeng, Monash University 

 

This paper develops a model of banking frictions and banking risk, the 
importance of which is highlighted by the recent Global Financial 
Crisis (GFC). As a sort of systemic risk, changes in banking risk lead 
to fluctuations in aggregate economic activity. We propose a model-
based approach to decompose the macroeconomic effect of a 
banking risk shock into a pure default effect and a risk-aversion effect 
when risk sharing among the investors is imperfect. Although the 
default effect is quantitatively more important, the risk-aversion effect 
is not to be neglected. When the shock generates a bank spread 
similar in value to the peak during the GFC, the overall effect is a 
decline in employment by 4.66 percent. The pure default effect leads 
to a 3.40 percent employment decline by a "within-model" measure, 
and a 3.51 decline by a "between-model" measure. The remaining is 
attributed to the risk-aversion effect. A practical implication of our 
analysis is that by developing financial safety net and improving risk 
sharing among the investors, the society can mitigate the adverse 
macroeconomic effects of banking risk shocks to some extent, but 
cannot eliminate all of them. 

 

 

 

Dark Trading and Price Discovery 

Carole Comerton-Forde, Australian National University 

Talis Putnins, University of Technology, Sydney - UTS Business 
School 

 

Regulators and stock exchanges around the world are concerned that 
growth in the share of equities volume executed without pre-trade 
transparency, so called  dark trading , may harm price discovery. We 
empirically analyze the impact of dark trading on price discovery. We 
find that aggregate price discovery is impeded and prices become 
less informationally efficient as order flow migrates away from 
transparent exchanges. Order flow that migrates to the dark is less 
informed than that which is left behind, but it is not entirely 
uninformed. Therefore, the loss of pre-trade information on migrating 
order flow harms price discovery. It also increases adverse selection 
risk, bid-ask spreads and price impact in the transparent exchange. 
This decreases the incentives to engage in costly information 
acquisition, thereby further reducing the informational efficiency of 
prices. We find no evidence that large block trades that occur in the 
dark impede price discovery. 

 



The Token Woman 

Maria Strydom, Monash University 

Hue Hwa Au Yong, Monash University - Department of Accounting 
and Finance 

 

We examine gender diversity, its impact on firm performance and 
earnings quality and particularly whether a critical number of female 
directors are required to empower them to best fulfil their duties on 
corporate boards. The extant literature shows a positive association 
exists between diversity (measured as one woman on the board) and 
earnings quality, but no relationship with performance is documented. 
We propose these studies measure  tokenism  (having one woman on 
the board) rather than diversity (having enough female directors to 
empower them) and that a critical mass (number of women) is needed 
for  normalization  to occur allowing removal of the gender barrier 
(Asch, 1951). We therefore examine boards with three or more female 
directors in relation to firm performance and earnings management 
and show firms with at least three female directors significantly 
outperformed others and also have better earnings quality. True 
gender diversity therefore appears to be associated with improved 
performance; tokenism, on the other hand, is not. 

 

 

 

The Informational Association between the S&P 500 Index and 
VIX Options Markets 

Dian-Xuan Kao, National Taiwan University 

Wei-Che Tsai, National Sun Yat-Sen University - Department of 
Finance 

Yaw-Huei Wang, National Taiwan University 

 

We set out in this study to investigate the informational association 
between the S&P 500 index and VIX options markets by examining 
the relationship between trading activity in VIX options and changes in 
the VIX in a high-frequency framework. As opposed to any lead-lag 
relationship, our results reveal a consistent and significant 
contemporaneous relationship. Our empirical findings are 
strengthened when we examine the crisis period encompassing the 
collapse of Lehman Brothers and when the variables are compiled 
only from out-of-the-money options. When taking into consideration 
the impacts of liquidity in the VIX options market and the periodical 
patterns of the intraday time series, the conclusions drawn from our 
empirical analysis remain unchanged. 

 



Time Varying Dynamics and Asymmetric Effects of the Fama 
French Factor Betas 

Petko Kalev, University of South Australia - Centre for Applied 
Financial Studies 

Leon Zolotoy, Melbourne Business School 

 

We examine the impact of information shocks on systematic equity 
risk in a multiple-factor linear model framework. Using nonparametric 
and parametric models, we test for the presence of asymmetric 
effects of information shocks on the Fama French factor betas. 
Overall, we document that market, size and book-to-market betas 
display different asymmetry patterns with respect to new information. 
More specifically, we find that market factor betas increase (decrease) 
following large negative (positive) market innovations. No evidence of 
an asymmetric response to the news is found for the size (SMB) 
factor betas. The book-to-market betas seem to decrease (increase) 
following large negative (positive) shocks to the book-to-market (HML) 
portfolio. Based on dynamic estimates of our empirical Fama French 
betas we derive the economic values which an investor can gain by 
using dynamic factor loadings in portfolio selection. Finally, using 
stochastic dominance principles, we compare the performance of 
industry hedge portfolios. 

 

 

 

Performance Through Financial Ratios of South Asian 
Microfinance Institutions 

Uzma Shahzad, Massey University - School of Economics and 
Finance 

Hatice Ozer-Balli, Massey University-School of Economics and 
Finance 

Claire Matthews, Massey University - School of Economics & Finance 

 

This study examines the performance of microfinance institutions 
(MFIs) using financial ratios. These ratios are assessed in relation to 
the dual objectives of MFIs of financial sustainability and outreach. 
The financial ratios used are categorised as profitability, portfolio 
quality and productivity ratios. The profitability ratios are hypothesized 
to be positively related to the financial sustainability and negatively to 
the outreach, while the portfolio quality and productivity ratios are 
expected to be negatively related to the financial sustainability and 
positively to the outreach. Data used in this study is a balanced panel 
data of 315 MFIs for the period of 1998-2010 and is extracted from 
the MIX market. Using random effect panel data estimation, we find 
important ratios in context of performance measurement of MFIs and 
also conclude that the trade-off between the dual objectives of MFIs is 
present. 

 



Block Trade Targets in China 

Liping Dong, Kyushu University 

Konari Uchida, Kyushu University 

Xiaohong Hou 

 

This paper investigates factors associated with the probability of 
Chinese companies being a block trade target. We find that the 
probability decreases once a company completed its split-share 
structure reform and thereby substantially decreased non-publicly 
tradable shares. The block trade cost substantially increases after the 
reform. Firms with less concentrated (or well-balanced) ownership 
structures are more likely to be a block trade target. Bidders pay low 
costs to obtain control rights of those companies. Finally, bidders tend 
to target small companies with low directors  ownership. These results 
suggest bidders are likely to target companies that provide new 
controlling shareholders with a low cost opportunity to extract private 
benefits. 

 

 

 

Short Selling and Over Optimism: Do Short Sellers Profit on the 
Australian Stock Exchange? 

David Gallagher, Macquarie Graduate School of Management 

Petko Kalev, University of South Australia - Centre for Applied 
Financial Studies 

Eben van Wyk, RBS Equities (Australia) Limited 

 

The current paper considers short sellers  activities when equity 
analysts are over optimistic about a stock s future performance. We 
use a novel dataset of daily aggregated stock lending information for 
stocks short sold on the Australian Security Exchange (ASX) during 
the period of October 2005 to January 2012. We document that there 
are abnormal profits on stocks short sold based on over optimistic 
expectations and these profits are both statistically and economically 
significant. We also find that short sellers profit from their ability to 
discern between analyst over optimism, valid optimism and pessimism 
as reflected in the skew of analyst forecasts around the consensus. 

 



Tax Regimes, Regulatory Change and Corporate Income Tax 
Aggressiveness in China 

Guodong Yuan, University of South Australia - School of Commerce 

Ronald McIver, Centre for Applied Financial Studies (CAFS), 
University of South Australia - School of Commerce 

Michael Burrow, Centre for Applied Financial Studies (CAFS), 
University of South Australia - School of Commerce 

 

Corporate income tax aggressiveness, via aggressive tax planning 
behavior, involves utilizing the tax regime to reduce income tax paid. 
In 2008 China implemented its new Enterprise Income Tax Law with 
several major effects. First, the tax rate was reduced from 33 to 25 
per cent. Second, this rate was applied to all enterprises, including 
foreign enterprises and enterprises with foreign investments. Finally, 
the reforms included enforcement of tax scrutiny to match the 
application of the 2007 Accounting Standards for Business 
Enterprises No.18 - Corporate Income Tax Accounting. This study 
addresses two questions regarding potential corporate responses to 
the statutory changes in tax rates and greater scrutiny by the tax 
office in China. Have the changes to the tax regulatory environment 
had an impact on the corporate tax aggressiveness of listed 
companies in China? Does the structure of ownership of these 
companies - i.e., state-controlled, private or foreign-invested - impact 
on the response to the changes? 
China s 2007 implementation of its Accounting Standards for 
Business Enterprises No.18 - Corporate Income Tax Accounting and 
its 2008 implementation of its Enterprise Income Tax Law offer a  
natural experiment  opportunity involving both accounting standard 
and tax regime reforms in a transition economy. This study, drawing 
on effective tax planning, agency, tax avoidance and legitimacy 
theories, uses quantitative methods to examine the book-tax gap in 
light of the above research questions. Data is comprised of a 
balanced panel-data sample of 1,224 companies listed on the 
Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges with state-controlled, 
private or foreign-invested ownership characteristics. This provides 
4,896 firm-years of observations for the 2007 to 2010 period. 

The results suggest that tax aggressiveness of listed companies as 
measured by the book-tax gap measure has reduced as a result of 
the 2008 Enterprise Income Tax reform. Additionally, we find some 
evidence to support claims that different ownership structures (state-
controlled, private or foreign-invested ownership) have a significant 
relationship with tax aggressiveness in China.  
Originality results from use of the  natural experiment platform  and 
examination of changes in tax aggressiveness in China resulting from 
the introduction of its new accounting and tax regimes. The paper s 
contributions are: to demonstrate the effectiveness of China s 2008 
tax reforms in limiting tax aggressiveness; and to add to the literature 
on the impact of ownership structure on tax aggressiveness. In the 
specific case of China this has received little attention to date. This 
information will be of use to tax regulators, investors and corporations. 

 

 

 



Rehypothecation Dilemma: Impact of Collateral Rehypothecation 
on Derivative Prices Under Bilateral Counterparty Credit Risk 

Yuji Sakurai, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) - Anderson 
School of Management 

Yoshihiko Uchida, Bank of Japan - Institute for Monetary and 
Economic Studies 

 

Rehypothecation is the practice where a derivatives dealer reuses 
collateral posted from its end user in over-the-counter (OTC) 
derivatives markets. Although rehypothecation benefits the end user 
through cost reduction of derivative trades, it also creates additional 
counterparty credit risk since the end user may not receive the 
collateral back when the dealer suddenly defaults. To evaluate the 
benefits and risks of rehypothecation, we propose a derivative pricing 
framework with bilateral counterparty credit risk that determines the 
amount of rehypothecated collateral. We also model the realistic 
features of derivative trades: the time delay of collateral posting and 
the rating-dependent collateral agreement. We apply our pricing 
framework to cross currency swaps and investigate the impact of 
rehypothecation on the swap spreads. 



Bank Competition and Financial Stability in Asia Pacific 

Xiaoqing Fu, University of Macau - Faculty of Business Administration 

Yongjia Lin, University of Macau - Faculty of Business Administration 

Philip Molyneux, Bangor University, Bangor Business School 

 

Bank competition is at the center of the academic and policy debate 
regarding financial stability. The recent financial crisis further 
demonstrates the urgent need to address the trade-offs between bank 
competition and financial soundness. Using data on 14 Asia Pacific 
economies from 2003 to 2009, this study investigates the influence of 
bank competition, concentration, regulation and national institutions 
on individual bank fragility as measured by the probability of 
bankruptcy and the bank s Z-score. The results suggest that greater 
concentration fosters financial fragility and that lower pricing power 
also induces bank risk exposure when macroeconomic, bank-specific, 
regulatory and institutional factors are controlled for. In addition, there 
is no evidence that shows that larger banks in this region could better 
diversity their portfolios. Finally, the results indicate that better 
institutional development and stringent capital requirements improve 
financial stability, whereas property rights and deposit insurance are 
associated with greater bank fragility. 

 

 

 

Risk-Factor Diversification and Portfolio Selection 

Scott Pappas, Griffith University - Griffith Business School 

Robert Bianchi, Griffith University - Griffith Business School 

Michael Drew, Griffith University 

 

Traditionally, investment portfolios have been constructed with a focus 
on what asset classes to invest in and how much to invest in each. 
Recent research, however, has shown that focusing on risk-factor 
allocations, rather than asset class allocations, can result in better 
risk-adjusted portfolio performance. The existing literature has 
focused on simple allocation strategies such as equal-weighted and 
equal-risk-weighted portfolios. In addition to these simple allocation 
techniques, this paper compares the performance using mean-
variance analysis, and presents evidence that the outperformance of 
risk-factor diversification may not be as conclusive as has been 
previously presented in the literature. While confirming some of the 
prior findings on risk-factor diversification, the research shows that 
previous findings may be subject to strong caveats. Specifically, the 
evidence suggests that the selection of risk-factors, portfolio selection 
techniques and time-period have a large impact on performance 
outcomes. 

 



Off-Balance Sheet Banking and Bank Lending Channel of 
Monetary Transmission: Evidence from South Asia 

Anil Perera, Monash University, Faculty of Business & Economics 

Deborah Ralston,  

Jayasinghe Wickramanayake, Monash University - Department of 
Accounting and Finance 

 

This study examines the impact of off-balance sheet banking, one of 
the key financial innovations, on monetary transmission mechanism 
through bank lending channel. Using income statement and balance 
sheet data for a sample of South Asian banks within panel regression 
framework, this study reveals that increased off-balance sheet activity 
reduces the effectiveness of bank lending channel of monetary 
transmission. Thus, banks having more exposure to off-balance sheet 
activity could insulate the loan supply and they are more sheltered 
against the shocks of a monetary policy. This study also suggests that 
small, highly liquid and well-capitalized banks are better able to 
protect their lending activity from the effects of monetary policy. The 
buffering effect of off-balance sheet activity raises important policy 
issues for monetary authorities particularly with regard to the definition 
of monetary aggregates and indicators of monetary policy 
effectiveness. 

 

 

 

Government Guarantees of Loans to Small Businesses: Effects 
on Risk-Taking and Non-Guaranteed Lending 

James Wilcox, University of California, Berkeley - Economic Analysis 
& Policy Group 

Yukihiro Yasuda, Tokyo Keizai University-Faculty of Business 
Administration 

 

We analyzed theoretically and empirically the effects of Japanese 
government loan guarantees on banks  non-guaranteed lending and 
risk-taking. Both theory and evidence further suggested that 
increasing loan guarantees gave banks incentives to take more risk. 
On the other hand, having more capital was associated with reduced 
risk-taking. Banks that started with lower capital levels appeared to 
increase their risk-taking more than well capitalized banks did in 
response to a reduction in capital. Guaranteeing more business loans 
generally resulted in banks  extending, not only more guaranteed, but 
also more non-guaranteed loans to their borrowers. The model 
highlighted the conditions that would lead profit-maximizing banks to 
either displace or stimulate more non-guaranteed lending. The model 
and evidence suggest that non-guaranteed loans were complements, 
rather than substitutes, when banks had higher capital ratios and 
when they had fewer guaranteed loans. Under those conditions, loan 
guarantees might be  high-powered,  leading to a multiple increase in 
non-guaranteed loans. Estimates also suggested that less-well-
capitalized banks boosted their non-guaranteed lending by more than 
better-capitalized banks adjusted theirs. That fits the perspective that 
regulatory capital constraints tend to bind increasingly tightly as bank 
capital falls. 

 



LIBOR s Poker: Interbank Borrowing Costs and Strategic 
Reporting 

Jiakai Chen, University of California, Berkeley - Haas School of 
Business 

 

This paper presents a model of panel banks' equilibrium submissions 
in the LIBOR fixing mechanism. The monotone nonlinear equilibrium 
strategy leads to downward biased submissions from banks that 
benefit from lower LIBOR. In addition, equilibrium submissions cluster 
together. Comparative statics suggest that LIBOR bias spikes during 
the crisis, due to more dispersed borrowing costs. I also propose a 
LIBOR fixing mechanism that leads to truthful revelation. By 
calibrating the model to the ratio of dispersion between banks' quotes 
and CDS spreads during the recent crisis, I come up with an initial 
estimation, which matches practitioners' opinions about the LIBOR 
bias. 

 

 

 

Net Present Value of Acquisitions 

Reza Yaghoubi, University of Waikato - Management School 

Stuart Locke, University of Waikato - Management School 

Jenny Gibb, University of Waikato - Management School 

 

This paper discusses how mergers can create or destroy value as 
suggested by findings of prior empirical studies. Using the discounted 
cash-flow valuation method, we develop a model that explains 
sources of economic gains which can be attained through mergers. 
The model identifies three major sources of value in mergers, each of 
which can reduce or contribute to the combined wealth effect of a 
takeover deal. The overall value of the deal thus is sum of the impacts 
of these factors on the combined value. The main contribution of the 
study is emphasizing on the role of the difference between the 
combined firm s weighted average cost of capital and that of the 
acquirer and the target in value creation through mergers. The model 
suggests that this difference along with the operating synergies can 
explain total value effects of mergers. 

 



Do Fund Investors Know that Risk is Sometimes Not Priced? 

Fabian Irek, Luxembourg School of Finance 

Thorsten Lehnert, Universite du Luxembourg - Luxembourg School of 
Finance 

 

Using the sentiment index of Baker and Wurgler (2006), we find that 
market risk is only a priced factor of expected fund returns when 
investor sentiment is low. When sentiment is high, the market risk 
premium becomes insignificant. We then analyze the performance of 
fund investors in the cross-section of market risk. Although sentiment 
leads to interesting pattern of funds' returns in excess of the market 
smart investors seem aware that funds' alphas do not vary with the 
state of sentiment. One of our key findings is that smart investors 
prefer the safest funds. The effects we document are economically 
large: a trading strategy which is long in the positive cash flow 
portfolio and short in the negative cash flow portfolio yields an 
annualized alpha of 3.72 percent for the group of safest funds even 
after controlling for size, book-to-market and momentum. 

 

 

 

Gender Equality and Outside Representation on European 
Boards of Directors 

Emilia Vähämaa, University of Vaasa 

Claire E. Crutchley, Auburn University 

 

Research Question/Issue: This paper examines the relationship 
between company and country level corporate governance attributes 
and the presence of female and outside board members across five 
European countries in 2005 and 2010. Has the call for increased 
gender equality on boards in Europe affected the female 
representation and the quality of the board of directors?  
Research Findings/Insights: We find that the better the country-level 
governance practices, the greater the percentage of women and 
outsiders on corporate boards in that country. There is a positive 
relationship between women on boards and outsiders on the board. 
The change in women on the boards from 2005 to 2010 is positively 
related to the change in outsiders on the board. Moreover, the results 
indicate that the higher the level of gender equality within the country, 
the higher the female representation on corporate boards.  
Theoretical/Academic Implications: The paper provides evidence on 
the relationship between the norms, law, and governance of a country 
with the board structure of the companies listed in that country. It also 
reveals information on whether public press calling for changes can 
influence corporate policies on board structure or whether legislation 
is required.  
Practitioner/Policy Implications: This paper has implications for both 
company boards and legislators. The findings provide information on 
board diversity and the efficacy of legislative gender quotas. 

 



Investigating the Linkages between U.S. CDS Spreads and Both 
the Equity Market Price and Equity Market Volatility Channels: A 

Quantile Regression Approach 

Hayette Gatfaoui, Rouen Business School - Economics & Finance 
Department 

 

We investigate the aggregate U.S. CDS (i.e. Credit Default Swap) 
spreads of Markit CDX indexes during more than five years on a daily 
basis. Knowing the linkages between credit markets and equity 
markets, we also consider market price and market volatility channels 
as explanatory factors. Hence, the evolution of CDS spreads is 
analyzed along with the level of the equity market and a well chosen 
implied volatility index. The quantile regression approach allows for 
describing the distributional patterns of CDS spreads in the light of the 
equity market s influence. The interest of the methodology consists of 
a more accurate quantification of the linkages between credit and 
market risks since the quantile regression tool goes beyond a simple 
mean relationship. Such a powerful econometric approach allows 
even for considering extreme quantiles (i.e. extreme CDS values) and 
their behavior with respect to the equity market s impact. As a result, 
nonlinearities arising from heteroskedastic patterns such as time-
varying variance, but also autocorrelation, skewness and leptokurtosis 
can be captured through an appropriate quantile analysis such as 
linear quantile regressions. Results show the sensitivity of aggregate 
CDS spreads to the equity market while sensitivities to equity market 
price and volatility channels vary across quantiles. Hence, the 
sensitivity or dependency of credit risk with respect to the (equity) 
market risk is quantile-dependent. As a result, the assessment of 
credit risk with respect to the impact of market risk and the nature of 
the linkages between those two types of risk differ from one quantile 
to another. Such a methodology can help enhance the risk 
management process, among which value-at-risk (VaR) and expected 
shortfall computations. 

 

 

 

Stock Option Awards: Effects on Firm Performance and Risk-
Taking after Japan s Corporate Governance Reforms 

Hyonok Kim, Tokyo Keizai University 

Yukihiro Yasuda, Tokyo Keizai University-Faculty of Business 
Administration 

Nobuhisa Hasegawa, TKU-MFRC 

 

We empirically investigate the adoption of stock option plans in Japan 
after the corporate governance reforms of the early 2000s. We 
examine the determinants of stock option grants, especially focusing 
on the effects of herding behavior among Japanese firms and the 
change of accounting treatment of stock option grants. We also 
investigate the effects of stock option awards on firm performance, 
using propensity score matching. Then, following Hayes et al. (2012) 
identification strategy, we provide new evidence on causal relation 
between managerial incentives and risk-taking. We find that the 
adoption of stock option plans is more likely in firms that compete with 
the other firms that have extensively adopted stock option plans in the 
same industry, indicating that there is a kind of  spillover  effect 
among those firms. We find that firms that introduce stock option 
plans generally face liquidity constraint and their option usage 
declines significantly after the adoption of accounting standards. We 
also find some evidences that do not support the view that providing 
incentives for risk-taking is a primary purpose for the use of stock 
options. This paper provides some new evidence of the adverse 
implications of stock option plans in the scheme of equity-based 
compensation. 

 



Testing Alternative Measure Changes in Nonparametric Pricing 
and Hedging of European Options 

Jamie Alcock, University of Cambridge - Department of Land 
Economy 

Godfrey Smith, The University of Queensland 

 

Haley and Walker (2010) present the Euclidean and Empirical 
Likelihood nonparametric option pricing models as alternative tilts to 
Stutzer's (1996) Canonical pricing method. We empirically test the 
comparative strengths of each of these methods using a large sample 
of traded options on the S\&P100 Index. Furthermore, we explore an 
additional tilt based on Pearson's Chi-Squared, and derive and 
empirically test nonparametric delta hedges for each of these 
approaches. Differences between the sample distribution and the true 
data generating process result in predictable pricing performance 
differences between the nonparametric models. When the sample 
distribution displays fatter (thinner) tails and/or higher (lower) volatility 
than the true distribution, the Euclidean (Pearson's Chi-Squared) 
model outperforms. When these nonparametric methods utilise 
information contained in a small number of observed option prices 
they often outperform the implied volatility Black and Scholes (1973) 
model. These pricing performance differences do not translate into 
static and dynamic hedging performance differences. The models 
each naturally induce an implied volatility smile and term structure that 
generally agree in form with the smile and term structure embedded in 
market prices. 

 

 

 

Distress Risk and Stock Returns: Evidence from Earnings 
Announcements 

Tze Chuan Ang, The University of Melbourne 

 

Stocks with high distress risk earn an average market-adjusted return 
of 0.62% in the five days before earnings announcements and a 
corresponding average return of -0.96% in the five days after earnings 
announcements. The five-day post-announcement return accounts for 
a large portion of the negative cross-sectional relation between 
distress risk and stock returns. Changes in risk around earnings 
announcements and cross-sectional differences in risk cannot explain 
the run-up and subsequent reversal in distressed stocks  returns. 
Consistent with the mispricing hypothesis, the return pattern only 
exists in distressed stocks with binding short-sales constraints and 
large divergence in investors  opinion. 

 



Optimal Bank and Regulatory Capital Reserve Strategies Under 
Loan-Loss Uncertainty 

Geoffrey Evatt, School of Mathematics, University of Manchester 

Paul Johnson, University of Manchester 

Mingliang Cheng, University of Manchester 

 

We formulate a general model of a commercial bank and its regulator 
where the bank s loans are exposed to default risk. The bank s 
objective is to maximise equity value by appropriately controlling the 
rate at which new loans are issued, early closure, and dividend 
payments. The regulator s objective is to reduce the probability of the 
bank s early closure, which they achieve by appropriately controlling 
the bank s minimum capital requirements. We show that the regulator 
can in fact minimise this probability of closure, which is achieved via 
suitably balancing the risk of insolvency (associated with lower capital 
requirements) and the risk of endogenous closure (associated with 
higher capital requirements). Both analytic and numerical results are 
presented, thus allowing for the full non-linearity of the model to be 
understood. 

 

 

 

Do Female CEOs and Chairs Constrain Bank Risk-Taking? 
Evidence from the Financial Crisis 

Ajay Palvia, Government of the United States of America - Office of 
the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) 

Emilia Vähämaa, University of Vaasa 

Sami Vähämaa, University of Vaasa 

 

This paper exploits a large panel of U.S. commercial banks to 
examine the association between Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and 
Chairperson gender and bank risk-taking during the recent financial 
crisis. The results indicate that banks with female CEOs are more 
conservative and hold higher levels of equity capital. The positive 
relationship between female CEOs and capital ratios is strongest in 
smaller banks, and weak or non-existent in larger banks. Furthermore, 
we find strong evidence to suggest that smaller banks with female 
CEOs or board Chairs were less likely to fail during the financial crisis. 

 



Do Diversified and Focused Firms Have Different Growth 
Options? Evidence from Total Asset Growth 

Davin Wang,  

 

This paper explores the possibility that diversified and focused firms 
have different growth options. Focused firms are found to yield 
economically and significantly higher returns than diversified firms in 
periods of low growth, with little difference in returns during periods of 
high growth. The results are robust to alternative diversification 
measures and persistent across portfolio variations. Overall, the 
evidence suggests that diversified firms have growth options with 
lower systematic risk than focused peers, resulting in lower future 
returns. The findings suggest that differing growth options between 
diversified and focused firms may account for the documented 
diversification discount, and in contrast to recent work, provides a 
rational explanation on the negative relationship between total asset 
growth and stock returns known as the asset growth effect. 

 

 

 

Regime-Switching of Electricity Prices: Evidence from the PJM 
Market 

Yuewen Xiao, University of New South Wales (UNSW) - School of 
Banking and Finance 

David Colwell, University of New South Wales (UNSW) - School of 
Banking and Finance 

Ramaprasad Bhar, University of New South Wales (UNSW) - School 
of Banking and Finance 

 

This paper proposes a regime-switching model with time-dependent 
transition probabilities. Electricity prices are divided into  base  and  
spike  regimes. The base regime is characterised by a mean-
reversion diffusion. The spike regime is a shift of the mean-reverting 
diffusion from the base regime for different parameters. With the daily 
spot electricity prices in the PJM market, we find that the probability of 
staying in the base regime is much larger than in the spike regime. As 
expected, the probability of transiting into the spike regime is higher in 
winter and summer. We then derive a closed-form pricing formula for 
the futures pricing and investigate the stochastic risk premia under 
each regime. The risk premium under the base regime is negatively 
correlated with the price level, while the risk premium on spikes is 
positively correlated with the size of the spike. 

 



Spillover Effects of Intra-Industry Bankruptcy Filings on Firms' 
Cash Holding Policy 

Nhan Le, University of Mannheim 

 

The paper finds that on average firms increase their cash holdings 
following the bankruptcy events of their industry peers. The 
conservative attitude is also observed in the firms' debt and equity 
issuance activities. This financial prudence is attributed to both 
performance improvement and managerial learning hypothesis. The 
magnitude of the adjustment is more pronounced after the year 1991 
when Delaware bankruptcy ruling on manager's fiduciary duties 
changed to significantly favors the control right of secured creditors 
over shareholders and management (Becker and Stromberg (2010)). 
In addition, I find that the bankruptcy spillover effects are stronger for 
firms that are in geographic proximity with the distressed firms. Our 
robustness test shows that the results are less likely driven by the 
spurious causality caused by unobserved and underlying time trends 
of industry conditions.  
Taken together, the findings show that not only do creditors and 
shareholders reassess the perceived default risk of surviving firms as 
documented in prior literature, but so do the management of these 
firms. Managers update their beliefs of future business risk and 
respond by acquiring larger financial slack for their companies. The 
paper implies strong interdependence of financial policies among 
industry peers and emphasizes the importance of the industry network 
effect on firm behavior. 

 

 

 

After-Crisis Relation between General Economic Condition and 
Liquidity Management: Financial Liquidity Investment Efficiency 

Model (FLIEM) Use to Diagnose Polish Economics Standing 

Grzegorz Michalski, Wroclaw University of Economics (Uniwersytet 
Ekonomiczny we Wroclawiu) 

 

Enterprise liquidity management can tell us many about the general 
condition of the firms using it. It is because liquidity is held in 
enterprises not only because of transactions but also because of 
entrepreneurs fear and hopes about the future. Paper try to use 
financial liquidity efficiency model (FLIEM) to diagnose if after 2008 
world "financial crisis" changes in general economic conditions 
modified Polish enterprises strategies in liquidity management. Next 
the interesting matter is, in what destination eventual change leaded? 
To help to answer at the question is to check how financial liquidity 
Polish enterprises indicators like CURRAT, QUIRAT, CASRAT, and 
other liquidity ratios changed after 2008 period? That indicators as 
believed are forecasters of firm problems if are "too small". Finally, 
there is popular myth about Poland that she was "lonely green inland 
on red European ocean of crisis", so used in paper Polish enterprises 
data for 2008-2010 years, will be used to prove or falsify that idea. 

 



The Myopic and Intertemporal Demand for Equities: Evidence 
from Emerging Markets 

Zaghum Umar,  

Laura Spierdijk, University of Groningen 

 

We calculate the myopic (single-period) and intertemporal hedge 
demand for stocks in twenty growth leading emerging market 
economies and USA. We consider a domestic investor, whose return 
are denominated in the local currency, as well as an international 
investor whose returns are denominated in US dollars. Our results 
show sizable total and hedging demand for a domestic investor in 
Pakistan, Chile, Russia, Malaysia and South Africa. We find that 
hedging demand results in a sizable increase in the total demand for 
stocks in most of the emerging markets. For an international investor, 
we find sizable total demand for stocks in US, Chile and Peru. 
However, for an international investor only US stocks have a sizable 
hedge demand. 

 

 

 

Cross-Sectional PEG Ratios, Market Equity Premium, and 
Macroeconomic Activity 

Xiaoquan Jiang, Florida International University (FIU) - Department of 
Finance 

Qiang Kang, Florida International University (FIU) - Department of 
Finance 

 

This paper exploits information contained in cross-sectional PEG 
ratios to extract estimates of the market's expectations for aggregate 
returns and economic fundamentals. By combining the loglinear 
present-valuation model and the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) 
logic, we establish a theoretic link between PEG ratios and expected 
returns of stocks. Using this theoretic link, we construct one proxy for 
aggregate market equity premium and one proxy for macroeconomic 
fundamentals. The equity premium proxy outperforms alternative 
predictors and has considerable power in forecasting future market 
returns over the period of May 1983 to December 2009. The equity 
premium proxy is also able to forecast future macroeconomic activity 
such as nonfarm payroll growth, personal consumption expenditure 
growth, nondurable consumption growth, inflation, and unemployment 
rate. The fundamentals proxy is highly correlated with unemployment 
rates both concurrently and intertemporally. The results are generally 
robust across subsample and to various econometric methods for 
standard-error adjustments. Our study suggests that the choice of 
cross-section data is critical to information extraction and that the 
CAPM remains a vital theoretic tool to guide empirical work. 
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The standard research on dynamic asset allocation concludes that, (i) 
optimal trading strategies are typically contrarian, by which one buys 
on downswings and sells on upswings, and (ii) the impact of 
transaction costs on liquidity premia is an order of magnitude smaller 
than the cost rate itself. However, these theoretical results seem to be 
somewhat at odds with the empirical evidence. In this paper, we study 
the optimal investment decision of an investor who is risk averse and 
who trades in a market that switches stochastically between a bull 
regime (up trend) and a bear regime (down trend). More importantly, 
trading in this market is costly, and our investor is not allowed to fully 
observe the state of the current market regime. We show that, in 
addition to being a contrarian trader, our investor is also a trend 
follower, buying on the upswings, and selling on the downswings, 
which seems to be a popular trading strategy among industry 
practitioners. Moreover, relative to the fully observable case, we show 
that incomplete information about the state of the current regime can 
significantly amplify the effect of transaction costs on liquidity premia, 
resulting in magnitudes that are largely comparable to existing 
empirical findings. 

 

 

 

Extraordinary Acquirers: Top Management Team Talent and 
Bidding Behavior 
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We examine acquirers that persistently generate positive 
announcement returns in takeovers by evaluating their top 
management team talent and bidding strategies. We show that the 
presence of superior top management team explains persistence in 
acquirer gains. We find strong evidence that top management team 
size, average tenure, and tenure heterogeneity are firm idiosyncratic 
attributes that determine extraordinary acquirers. Within the 
extraordinary group, more talented management teams bid for 
subsidiary targets while their less talented counterparts select private 
targets and use stock as a medium of exchange. Compared with 
normal acquirers, extraordinary acquirers prefer subsidiary targets 
and avoid using stocks to finance public acquisitions. When they bid 
for public firms, they generate larger synergies and also appropriate a 
larger share of the synergy. These suggest consistent attempt by 
extraordinary acquirers  top management team to create value in 
acquisitions. 

 



Say on Pay: Is It Globally Value-Enhancing? 
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There is a global movement to give shareholders a greater role in the 
corporate process. Say on Pay, which gives shareholders the right to 
vote on executive compensation is one of the tools of increased 
corporate democracy. Prior studies have been conducted to analyze 
Say on Pay on the U.K. and U.S., but this is the first study to analyze 
Say on Pay in a cross-country context. Analyses are conducted within 
a single country environment and within various groups (legislated vs. 
shareholder-initiated votes, binding vs. non-binding legislation, 
common law vs. civil law systems, and widely-held vs. concentrated 
ownership). So far, I find that stocks of firms with positive abnormal 
CEO compensation and low CEO pay for performance react in a 
significant, positive manner. Significant positive abnormal returns are 
also earned by firms more likely to implement changes under 
shareholder pressure. For firms that receive shareholder-initiated Say 
on Pay proposals, I find that the stock price of these firms reacts 
negatively when the proposals are announced and when the proposal 
is passed. The reaction is stronger when the sponsoring shareholder 
is a labor union. When shareholders vote down these proposals, the 
market reacts positively, and the reaction increases with the level of 
votes against the proposals. Overall, the findings suggest that the 
market views Say on Pay as value-enhancing for the companies with 
inefficient executive compensation and relatively poor corporate 
governance but value-destroying for other companies. 

 

 

 

Fund Analysis and Selection: An Approach Based on Distances 
and Similarities between Performance Measures 

Hery Razafitombo,  

 

In this paper, we propose to study the distances and similarities 
between key performance measures based on clustering data-mining 
techniques. Based on 15 performance measures related to 211 
investment funds and calculated on three sub-periods - 6 months, 1 
year and 3 years - clustering techniques enable the observation of 
interesting and surprising groupings. Major findings of this study 
include the following. First, each obtained cluster can be used to 
complete and improve classical fund performance analysis. Second, 
similarities between the traditional performance measures confirm the 
superiority of the Sharpe ratio. Third, distances between the main 
measures reveal the three main dimensions of performance formed 
by the Sharpe ratio, the Information ratio and Beta coefficients. From 
a practical perspective, these results confirm not only the relevance of 
a selective approach in choosing measures but also the need for an 
integrated approach to performance analysis and the selection of 
funds. To this end, we find that ranking based on a combination of 
Jensen s alpha, the Sharpe ratio and Absolute Performance over a 3-
year span dominate clearly all other rankings. 
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Executive compensation is designed to create incentives for CEOs to 
act in the best interest of shareholders. Short-term (bonus) and 
equity-based incentives induce risk taking behaviors of the CEO that 
could further change a firm s risk exposure. This article examines the 
linkage between compensation components and the impacts on a firm 
s credit risk using data from the U.S. and Germany. In the U.S., we 
find a positive relation between equity-based compensation and credit 
default swap spreads. Similar positive relation is also found between 
short-term incentive bonus pay suggesting compensation influece 
more risk taking for the U.S. firms. However, we do not find 
significantly positive relation between equity-based incentive and a 
firm s credit risk in German firms. Our results seem to indicate that 
bonus pay is large portion of pay for German CEOs therefore restraint 
CEOs  risk taking strategies. 
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We investigate the impact of collaborative research in academic 
Finance literature to find out whether and to what extent collaboration 
leads to higher impact articles (6667 articles across 2001-2007 
extracted from the Web of Science). Using the top 5% as ranked by 
the four-year citation counts following publication, we also follow 
related secondary research questions such as the relationships 
between article impact and author impact; collaboration and average 
author impact of an article; and, the nature of geographic 
collaboration. Key findings indicate: collaboration does lead to articles 
of higher impact but there is no significant marginal value for 
collaboration beyond three authors; high impact articles are not 
monopolized by high impact authors; collaboration and the average 
author impact of high-impact articles are positively associated, where 
collaborative articles have a higher mean author impact in comparison 
to single author articles; and collaboration among the authors of high 
impact articles is mostly cross-institutional.  
Note: As of 18 October 2012, a revised version of this paper has been 
accepted for publication in 'Scientometrics' under the title of "An 
empirical investigation of the influence of collaboration in Finance on 
article impact". 
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Extant literature has emerged testing the relationship between 
executive compensation and earnings management and many these 
studies have documented that compensation contracts create strong 
incentives for management discretionary behavior over financial 
reporting. Previous studies also pointed out that executive 
compensation could be simultaneously co-determined with earnings 
management, suggesting a potential endogeneity problem may exist 
between discretionary accruals and compensation structure. Using a 
sample of all Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) listed companies 
comprising 3,326 firm-year observations encompassing the periods 
from 2000 to 2006, this study examines the endogeneity of executive 
total compensation and its various components. Applying a 2SLS 
model the results show a significantly negative association between 
expected fixed compensation (particularly expected salary) and 
upwards earnings management and a significantly positive 
association between expected at-risk compensation (particularly 
expected bonuses) and upwards earnings management. These 
findings suggest endogeneity exists in that fixed compensation and 
salaries provide disincentives for managers to practice aggressive 
earnings management whereas at-risk compensation and bonuses 
induce managers to employ income-increasing discretionary accruals 
to inflate reported earnings. This study found that executive 
compensation plays a role in determining earnings management 
activities. Executives may distort financial reporting to maximize their 
personal wealth if their incentives are not fully aligned with those of 
shareholders. Compensation committees, therefore, may gain some 
insight in designing compensation structures that balance the 
incentive to improve a firm s performance with the incentive to 
earnings manipulation. 
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This paper aims to investigate does foreign trade matter for the stock 
markets integration by segmenting Australian trade partners into three 
groups based on bilateral trade relations. We further explore time-varying 
correlations of pairwise stock market returns by employing asymmetric 
generalized DCC-GARCH models. Study uses weekly price index data 
from September 3rd, 1999 to May 4th, 2012. Empirical findings from 
cointegration tests show the presence of long-run relationship between 
Australia and its major trading partners in the pre-crisis and post-crisis 
(includes crisis-period). We also found the long-run relationship between 
Australia and its medium trading partners only in the post-crisis period. 
Granger non-causality test show the presence of bidirectional relationship 
between Australia and Singapore. Study also finds unidirectional 
relationship from Australia to China, Korea and the Philippines and from 
the USA, the UK and South Africa to Australia. Results from AGDCC-
GARCH evidence that correlations are time-varying and increase 
significantly during the crisis period and revert close to their initial levels 
after the crisis. Further, we identified that the time-varying correlations of 
Australia with the USA, Korea and the Philippines are more volatile. Our 
findings confirm that foreign trade intensity matters for the stock market 
integration. The absence of stable long-run relationship may provide 
incentive for investors to include these markets into their portfolio selection 
process to exploit potential diversification benefits. 
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In this paper we introduce a consistent framework for pricing options 
written on the S&P500 stock index and volatility index (VIX). Gatheral 
(2007, 2008) proposes a three-factor stochastic volatility model to achieve 
this goal. However, the non-affine structure of the model leads to analytical 
intractability so closed-form pricing formulae may not exist either for 
S&P500 options, or for VIX options. The Monte Carlo simulation method 
adopted in Gatheral is rather inefficient in terms of calculation and model 
calibration. This study proposes two analytical asymptotic formulae to 
efficiently price S&P500 options and VIX options, respectively, based on 
Gatheral's three-factor stochastic volatility model. By applying singular 
perturbation techniques, our formulae are obtained by solving a set of 
partial differential equation systems. We then rigorously justify the 
convergence of the asymptotic formulae. In addition, we present some 
numerical examples to demonstrate that our asymptotic formulae can 
achieve high efficiency and accuracy for a large class of options with 
relative short tenor.  
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Evidence from Emerging and Frontier Markets 
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This paper examines the co-movement dynamics of ten emerging and four 
frontier government bond markets with the US market and driving forces 
behind the time-varying co-movement. Using the Dynamic Conditional 
Correlation (DCC) bivariate GARCH framework, we first analyze dynamic 
correlation patterns and then investigate whether domestic and global 
macroeconomic factors and global bond market uncertainty can explain 
time variations in the correlation patterns. The results indicate considerable 
variation in the correlation dynamic paths across the countries, implying 
that emerging/frontier bond markets, taken as a single group, constitute a 
good alternative source of diversification benefits for the US investors. In 
particular, frontier markets appear to have higher diversification potential 
than emerging markets. We also find that macroeconomic factors and 
global bond market uncertainty play important roles in explaining time 
variations in the bond return co-movement. Specifically, domestic 
macroeconomic factors are of higher relative importance than global 
factors, with domestic monetary policy identified as the most influential 
factor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




